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Standing Room Only for

SR

Shure's SR auditorium -size professional sound reinforcement componentry
is probably the only equipment that's been field -proved in Opryland, Las
Vegas and Moscow. The SR's modular flexibility has proved its adaptability
in outdoor rockfests, theaters, amusement parks, and on the road with many
of the world's popular entertainers. Best of all, the SR's rugged durability and
enormous power potential make it the expandable sound investment of a
lifetime. SR components can be used as a system, or inserted as individual
links within a system of quality componentry in virtually unlimited combinations. For our "SR Sound Ideas" application guide, as well as the complete
new SR catalog, write:
Shure Brothers Inc.
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204
In

Canada: A. C. Simmonds

&

Sons Limited

Fi SHURE

e

Manufacturers of high fidelity components, microphones, sound systems and related circuitry.
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We get down to practical matters in
August to help you polish things up
for a new season.
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Now that 8-track is the sensible way to go, Sound
Workshop lets you do it right with its new 1280
Recording Console.
The 1280 stacks up like this: 12 inputs, 8 outputs;
8 x 2 stereo monitor system; 8 x 1 musicians cue
system with cue echo; 2 track mixdown buss; 3 band
equalization; Solo; Mute; Panning; Pushbutton
track assign; Control room monitor switching, with
slate, talkback, and cue; Dual echo returns with
panning and EQ: pre and post fader patch points;
Total output level monitoring with Sound Workshop's
unique TRI -LITE LED readouts that let you check
recording levels on all 8 tracks at a glance.
All this plus more...and of course it's Sound
Workshop quality. We guarantee it. For 2 years,
parts and labor.

the Sound Workshop 1280 recording console
$2850.

sales offices
THE SOUND ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
New York
1120 Old Country Rd.
Plainview, N.Y. 11803 516- 433 -6530

Roy McDonald Associates, Inc.
Dallas
Stemmons Tower West, Suite 714
Dallas, Texas 75207 214 -637 -2444

Denver

3540 South Poplar St.
Denver, Colo. 80237 303 -758 -3325

Houston
3130 Southwest Freeway
Houston, Tex. 77006 713-529 -6711

Los Angeles
500 S. Virgil, Suite 360
213- 381 -6106

Los Angeles, Cal. 90020

Sound
k hOP
WIO PRODUCTS
PROFESSIONAL
AUDIO

bringing the technology within everyones reach
1038 Northern Blvd., Roslyn, LI.. N.Y 11576

(516) 621 -6710
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Portland
2035 S. W. 58th Ave.
503 -292 -8521

Portland, Ore. 97221
San Francisco

Suite 265, 5801 Christie Ave.
Emeryville, Cal. 94608 415- 653-2122

PROFESSIONAL
MIXERS FROM
INTERFACE

04 AND 108
Interface Electronics new Series 104 and 108 mixers now feature four or eight outputs respectively, each with
corresponding echo output (optionally four or eight stereo submixes), plus four pre /post cue sends, large lighted
inclined VU meters, monitor -only solo, preslider break -in jack, panpot, six -position gain trim switch with two
input pad positions, phase reverse and phantom power switches (108 only), fully modular construction black
anodized cases, and many options, plus all the features of the proven Series 100 (which they will replace) such
as several input module options, mainframes for up to 32 inputs, three frequency equalizers, long -life conductive
plastic slider attenuators, low distortion (under 0.17 at 400 Hz, +3 VU) and noise, flat response, 20 db headroom, crosstalk below noise, plug -in integrated circuits, XLR input and output connectors, module outputs, and
rugged, reliable construction. Options include output transformers for balanced +8 dbm output, mixdowns, talk
The Stage Monitor version uses the
slate module, foam -lined trunk or walnut furniture console, and more.
Model 104L input module and makes eight completely independent mixes; color coded send pots each have pre/
post equalizer switch and low frequency cutoff switch, and module includes six -position gain set trim, three.
frequency equalizers, and mute button; mainframes as above with up to 32 inputs and large lighted VU meters.
SPECIFICATIONS
Microphone: max 5v. RMS, balanced 200 ohms XLR
Line: max 50 v. RMS, unbal, bridging phone plug
Outputs: Tracks: 600 ohm unbalanced +2 dbm XLR
(balanced +8 dbrn with transformers)
others: 600 o_Orn unbal +2 dbm phone plug
Frequency Response: - 1 db 20 - 20,000 Hz
Distortion: under 0,17. THD <' 400Hz, +3 VU
Noise: -126 dbm equivalent input
Crosstalk: below noise under normal conditions
Headroom: 20 db
Equalizing: 12 db at specified frequencies
Inputs:

DEALERS
Alabama: The Maze Corp Birmingham (205) 591 -4800
California: Tri -Tronics, N. Hollywood, (213) 985 -6616
Colorado: Listen -Up, Denver (303) 778 -0780
Florida: The Harris
Miami (305) 854 -2003
Illinois: Milam Audio, Pekin (309) 346 -3161
Ancha Electronics, Elk Grove (312) 437 -7712
Indiana: Allied Broadcast, Richmond (317) 962 -8596
Iowa: Advanced Audio, Iowa City (319) 354 -3104
Electronic Eng'g & Supply, Burlington (319) 752 -0381
Massachusetts: Terry Hanley Audio, Cambridge (617) 661 -1520
New York: Boynton Studio, Morris (607) 263 -5695

Co

Sound Associates, New York

WARRANTY
Interface Electronics products will be repaired or replaced
free of charge at the factory if found to be defective within
one year From date of purchase provided they have not been
modified or abused. Service is available after warranty at
the factory at cost.
Dealer inquiries invited in areas not listed.

(212) 757 -5679

Diversified Concepts, Marcellus (315) 673 -2088
Unistage, Buffalo (716) 853 -6500
Ohio:

Sunset Sound, Columbus

(614) 239 -6945

Pennsylvania: Gordon Associates Leola (717) 656 -9226
RoCel Electronics, Pittsburgh (412) 781 -2326
Short Sound Systems, Pittsburgh (412) 761 -2724
Tennessee: Carlo Sound, Nashville (615) 356 -0202
Texas: Interface Electronics, Houston (713) 626 -1190
United Audio San Antonio (512) 684-4000
Wisconsin: Satterfield Electronics, Madison (608) 257 -4801

INTERFACE ELECTRONICS
3810 WESTHEIMER

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77027
Circle 13 on Reader Service Card
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The

phono cartridge
that doesn't compromise
any
modern record.

AT15Sa
LINIII \V/Ç1

5A

FREE LITERATURE

TINY MICROPHONES

Two product bulletins describe the
M -8 Micro -Mike series of sub- miniature remote microphones for use with
two -way communications. Mfr: Unex
Laboratories.
Circle No. 94 on R.

S.

Card.

PIEZOELECTRIC CERAMICS

Descriptions of piezoelectric ceramics, including various applications, composition, and explanations
of terms, including a metric conversion chart and list of technical symbols. Mfr: Ferrocube Corp.
Circle No. 96 on R. S. Card.
SWITCHING POWER SUPPLIES

Standard single and triple-output
switching- regulated power supplies in
the 110 to 600 watt range are described in a 20 -page catalogue. Mfr:
Hewlett Packard.
Circle No. 97 on R. S. Card.
SOUND REINFORCEMENT

Choosing an AT15Sa
can add more listening pleasure per dollar
than almost anything else
in your hi -fi system. First, because
it is one of our UNIVERSAL phono
cartridges. Ideally suited for every
record of today: mono, stereo, matrix or discrete 4- channel. And look
at what you get.
Uniform response from 5 to 45,000
Hz. Proof of audible performance is
on an individually -run curve, packed
with every cartridge.
Stereo separation is outstanding. Not
only at I kHz(where everyone is pretty
good) but also at 10
kHz and above (where
r
others fail). It's a result
:.
of our exclusive Dual
Magnet* design that
uses an individual low -mass magnet

.

for each side of the record groove.
Logical, simple and very effective.
Now, add up the benefits of a genuine Shibata stylus. It's truly the stylus
of the future, and a major improvement over any elliptical stylus. The
AT15Sa can track the highest recorded frequencies with ease, works in
TM.

U.S. Patent Nos. 3.720.796 and 3,761,647

.

any good tone arm or
player at reasonable
settings (I -2 grams),
yet sharply reduces record
wear. Even compared to ellipticals
tracking at a fraction of a gram. Your
record; will last longer, sound better.

Z

Stress analysis photos show concentrated high pressure with elliptical stylus (left), reduced pressure.
less groove distortion with Shibata stylus (right).

KIT CATALOGUE

For those who like to build their
own, this new catalogue contains over
400 electronic devices to keep you
busy. Mfr: Heathkit.
Circle No. 99 on R. S. Card.
NOISE CONTROL MATERIAL

The AT15Sa even helps improve the
sound of old, worn records. Because
the Shibata stylus uses parts of the
groove wall probably untouched by
other elliptical or spherical styli. And
the AT15Sa Shibata stylus is mounted on a thin -wall tapered tube, using
a nude square -shank mounting. The
result is less mass and greater precision
than with common round -shank styli.
It all adds up to lower distortion and
smoother response. Differences you
can hear on every record you play.

Data sheet 1002 lists information
about Coustifilm, a limp, high -temperature -fused vinyl. Data sheet 1001
describes Coustifab, a lead- loaded
fiberglass reinforced vinyl coated fabric used for the reduction of airborne
and structure -borne noise.
Mfr: Ferro Corp.
Circle No. 80 on R.S. Card.

Don't choose

Mfr: Technisphere Corp.

a cartridge by name or
price alone. Listen. With all kinds of
records. Then choose. The AT15Sa
UNIVERSAL Audio -Technica cartridge. Anything less is a compromise.

audio-technica
INNOVATION

A guide to famous entertainment
centers and religious buildings, along
with the sound reinforcement equipment used in each is covered in a
handsome
I6 -page booklet. Mfr:
Shure Bros. Inc.
Circle No. 98 on R. S. Card.

PRECISION o INTEGRITY

AUDIO -TECHNICA U.S., INC., Dept. 7680, 33 Shiawassee Ave., Fairlawn, Ohio 44313

VIDEO RENTAL GUIDE

A chart and brochure list an extensive array of cameras, mies, receivers, vtrs, etc. available for rent.

Circle No. 82 on R.

S.

Card.

FREE BROADCAST MUSIC

Shows featuring artists performing
at the Agora Ballroom in Cleveland,

Ohio are offered weekly in quad, with
six available spots, three open to
local announcements. Mfr: Agora
Ballroom.
Circle No. 83 on R. S. Card.

Dolby Noise Reduction

The First

Successful Decade 1966 -1976
Dolby noise reduction has staying power.
It has been around for ten years.*
If you have read our technical papers and otherwise
followed our progress, you are probably familiar
with the reasons for this success. Here are ten quick reminders.
The Dolby system works like a
constant -gain amplifier in two critical
dynamic regions -low levels and
high levels. Error -free signal handling
is thus ensured at the dynamic
range extremes. Compression and
expansion occur only at easy to
handle mid -levels, between -20 dB
and -40 dB.
1

noise that remains has a

4 The freedom from overshoot is a

7 The

result of system philosophy, 'not an
ultra -short attack time. Relatively
gradual gain changes are used, yielding a compressor output which
is remarkably free from modulation
distortion. There is no need to
depend upon cancellation of modulation products by the expander
(thereby relaxing recorder performance requirements).

subjectively constant level. Noise
modulation effects are almost
non -existent.

2 The system employs a simple
adding and subtracting scheme which
automatically results in mathematically exáct complementary compression and expansion. There are no
approximations, so the signal must
come out the same as it went
in (just check the Dolby Level now
and then).

reproduced dynamics of
low -level signals are essentially
immune to rumble in the input signal
and head bumps and other frequency
response errors in the recorder
the system has a solid low -level
'gain floor' below -40 dB.

3 Compressor overshoots with high level transient signals are suppressed

6 The system gives a pre-determined
amount of noise reduction which is

without audible distortion, because
of the basic system layout (dual signal
paths). Since there are no overshoots
to be clipped by the recorder, there is
no impairment of even the most
extreme transient signals.

realistically useful.

5 The

-

'The first five A301 units were delivered to the Decca Record Company, London, on April

8 The principles and parameters used
in the Dolby system result in a high

margin of safety. The system works
well with all types of audio signals
-speech, music, effects -and with
practically all types of noises. High
noise levels (from multi -generation
copies, for example) do not impair
performance.
9 The system functions reliably on a
day in, day out basis, with real worka-

day recorders and other equipment.
10 All of the above have been proved
in ten years of dependable service

to the industry- 25,000 professional
channels in use by well over a
thousand studios in more than 50
countries around the world.

14, 1966.

Dolby noise reduction now looks forward to

The Second
Successful Decade 1976 -1986

D Dolby

731 Sansome Street

'Dolby' and the double -D symbol are trade
marks of Dolby Laboratories Inc.

Telex 34409
Cable Dolbylabs

Dolby Laboratories Inc

San Francisco CA 94111
Telephone (415) 392 -0300

346 Clapham Road
London SW9
Telephone 01 -720 1111
Telex 919109
Cable Dolbylabs London

-

Erase faster

CALENDAR
JULY

Erase cleaner
Q
Erase easier

Seminar:
Industrial
Noise Control. Contact: B &K
Instruments, Inc. 5111 W.
164th St., Cleveland, Ohio
44142. (216) 267 -4800.

28 -30

Synergetic training seminar.
New York City. (See above.)

6 -8

Synergetic Training Seminar.
Boston, Mass. Contact: Don
Davis, Synergetic Audio Concepts, P.O. Box 1134, Tustin,
Ca. 92680. (714) 838 -2288.
B &K Seminar. Human Acoustics. Contact: B &K Instruments, Inc. 5111 W. 164th
St., Cleveland, Ohio, 44142.
(216) 267 -4800.
Synergetic Training Seminar.
Washington, D.C. Contact:
(See above.)
B &K
Seminar;
Designing
Quiet Products. Contact: B &K
Instruments, Inc., 5111 W.
164th St., Cleveland, Ohio,
44142. (215) 267 -4800.
B &K Seminar: Microphones
& Accelerometers: Their Calibration and Use. (See above.)
Audio Engineering Society
Show. New York City, Waldorf-Astoria. Contact: AES,
Room 929, 60 E. 42nd St.,
New York, N.Y. 10017. (212)
661 -8528.

26 -30 B&K

OCTOBER

n

AUGUST
24 -25

Seminar: Community
Noise. Contact B &K Instruments, Inc. 5111 W. 164th St.,
Cleveland, Ohio 44142. (216)
267 -4800.
B&K

SEPTEMBER

Garner Model 70 cuts man -

hours spent erasing audio and video
tapes. Simple, safe continuous belt
operation gives you "hands -off"
professional erasures in only four
seconds. Handles up to 101/2" reels,
cartridges, and cassettes. Acclaimed by major users, yet priced
low enough for the smallest studio
or station to afford.

GARNER INDUSTRIES
4200 N. 48th St.
Lincoln. NE 68504
402 -464 -5911

Circle 35 on Reader Service Card

13 -19

International Audio Festival &
Fair. London, England. Contact: British Information Services, 845 Third Ave., New
York, N.Y. 10022. (212) 752-

8400.
20 -24 International Broadcasting
Conference. London, England.
Contact: British Information
Services.
14 -16 Synergetic Audio Concepts
Professional Audio Seminar.
St. Louis, Mo. Contact: Don
Davis, Synergetic Audio Concepts, P.O. Box 1134, Tustin,
Ca. 92680. (714) 838 -2288.

13 -16

19 -21

11

-14

26 -27
20-

Nov.

1

The Sensible
Alternative
MX-7308
Sensibly priced at $7600
Compatible
one -inch eight -track format
Motion
sense logic prevents tape damage
Reel tension servo improves start time
Optional capstan servo available
Professional type 600 ohm 4dB outputs
and XL connectors
Optional remote
synchronous- reproduce on all channels
15/30 ips tape speeds (71/2/15 also
available).
-

OEM

Otari Corporation
981 Industrial Road, San Carlos, Calif. 94070
(415) 593 -1648 TWX:910- 376 -4890
In Canada: Noresco Mfg., Toronto
(416) 249 -7316

Circle 14 or: Reader Service Card
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26 -29 Microforum'76. London, England. Contact: British Information Services, 845 Third
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022.
(212) 752 -8400.

When Elvis goes
on the road,
he takes Bill Porter.

NOVEMBER
2 -6

7 -8

8-11

Dixie Electronics Reps. Conference, Boca Raton, Fla.
Electronics
Contact:
Dixie
Reps., 1720 Peachtree Rd.,
Suite 322, Atlanta, Ga. 30309.
(404) 872-5981.
Convention, Society of Broadcast Engineers. Holiday Inn,
Hempstead,
N.Y. Contact:
Mark Schubin, Society of
Broadcast Engineers, P.O. Box
607, Radio City Station, New
York, N.Y. 10019. (212) 7655100, ext. 317.
B&K Seminar: Acoustical Ma-

terials & Structures: Design,
Testing,
and
Applications.
Contact: B &K Instruments,
5111 W. 164th St., Cleveland,
Ohio 44142. (216) 267 -4800.
8 -12 National Automated Production Exhibition. Manchester.
England. Contact: British Information Services, 845 Third
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022.
(212) 752 -8400.
9-1l Synergetic Training Seminar,
Nashville, Tenn. Contact: Don
Davis, Synergetic Audio Concepts, P.O. Box 1134, Tustin,
Ca. 92680. (714) 838 -2288.
12-14 Automatic Testing Exhibition.
London, England. Contact:
British Information Services.
(See above.)
17 -19

Synergetic Training Seminar.
Orlando, Fla. Contact: (See
above.)

Bill takes UREI

Graphic Equalizers.
"When I'm on the road and I see UREI equipment in the racks,
I'm confident. I know how they will perform...their reliability
is excellent. UREI equipment works like it was designed by guys
who work in studios or on the road, rather than engineers who
have never been in a control room or sound booth.
use two UREI 527 Graphic Equalizers for the Elvis show:
one on Elvis' monitor, the other on the band monitor, and,
if I'm lucky, there'll be one for the hall or showroom.
also rely a lot on the 527's graphic layout. To the
I

I

engineer who knows his tonal ranges, the 527 tells
at a glance many things he needs to know
about his miked instruments, his room, or
his monitors. The 527 is set up properly,
particularly the different impedence on
the input, 600 -10k ohms switchable,
and the variable gain feature. You
don't have to make modifications
or add things, it's all right there."

23 -25 COMPEC '76. London, Eng-

land. Contact: British Information Services. (See above.)

MOVING?
Keep db coming

without interruption!
Send in your
new address promptly.

Enclose your old,
db mailing label, too.
Write to:
Eloise Beach, Circ. Mgr.
db Magazine
1120 Old Country Rd.
Plainview, N.Y. 11803

11922 Valerio Street
No. Hollywood, California 91605 (213) 764 -1500
Exclusive export agent: Gotham Export Corporation, New York
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As the family car noses its way
into Yellowstone National Park, Junior yells, "I wanna see Old Faithful!"
Just as Mom is clearing her throat for
"Settle down, Junior, we have to find
out where it is," a polite voice intervenes from the car radio, welcoming
Junior and family to the Park and
giving directions for finding the main
attractions. This system has been in
use in Yellowstone for the past three
years. On the approach to the Park,
signs at all five entrances ask the
drivers to tune their a.m. radios to
1606, where a stream of information
ensues, with information relative to
such things as entrance fees, parking
and accommodation facilities, and
where in the Park to go for further
details on what to see and do.
The very first such radio directional system was instituted back in
1940 during the New York World's
Fair. It was set up on the George
Washington Bridge, one of the approaches to Manhattan from New
Jersey, giving automobile occupants
information regarding the best routes
to the Long Island Fair Grounds and

RIINDICK.SIEIN

other pertinent hints.
The Yellowstone system, one of a
number of such installations at popular tourist attractions, is a somewhat
more sophisticated descendant of the
1940 setup.
Within the Park itself, transmitters
are located at strategic points, such
as overlooks, campsites, and developed areas so that as motorists travel
over the more than 200 miles of roads
and cover some of the 3 million acres,
messages tailored to the specific sight
or area can keep the visitors informed
and alert for don't -miss attractions.
At the entrances, it has been found
that, guided by radio, almost twice
the number of cars can be moved
through the gates and directly to
parking areas on a busy day than before the system was in use. In addition to other facts, at various locations
inside the Park, safety information is
given. For example, one transmission
tells visitors that it is dangerous (and
illegal) to feed the bears.
After the Park received the first
transmitters in 1968, field tests were
run for two years, and then a survey

COMMERCIAL DUPLICATING SYSTEMS

INSTALLATION AND PREVENTIVE
MAINTENANCE TRAINING
INCLUDED IN PRICING
Southeast Regional Service Center

TECH SYSTEMS

Suite 215
2065 Peachtree Industrial Ct.
Chamblee (Atlanta) GA 30341
Phone (404) 457-0426

A

PHOENIX

ENTERPRISE
COMPANY
Circle 16 on Reader Service Card
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Model 30 -1 -92 automatic radio station
with an output rt power up to 10 watts.
This model can be modified to run
on 24 V d.c., operating either at 530 or
1606 kHz, feeding into an omnidirectional
antenna or buried cable.

of visitors was made in 1973. It was
found that over 80 per cent of the
people listened to the broadcasts, and
the great majority had no difficulty
picking up the transmissions. There
are now thirty transmitters throughout the Park and signs are widely distributed to ask visitors to listen to
1606.
TRAVELERS' INFORMATION
STATION
The popularity of this new class of
radio transmission in tourist areas has
spurred the FCC to consider recommendations by an ad hoc group for
the establishment of a new category
of station, Travelers Information Station. The study by the FCC and several other federal agencies was made
to determine the need to alert motorists to road hazards, and to inform
them of food, gasoline, and lodging
locations as well as local points of
interest. There is also the possibility
of informing travelers of emergency
traffic controls. (Recently, in California, a section of an interstate road
was rerouted due to earthquake damage, and the ability to inform hundreds of motorists of the reroute and
delay time without having them stop
their cars proved extremely helpful
in easing the tieup.)
According to the proposed rules,
transmitters would be limited to ap-

proximately 10 watts output. They
could broadcast on one frequency below the normal a.m. band (on 530
kHz) or on either 1,606 or 1,612 kHz
above the a.m. hand. Because these
frequencies had already been allocated to other uses (530 to the federal government and the ones above
the hand to aeronautical, land, and
maritime communications) it was decided that no harmful interference
may be caused by the TIS (considered secondary) to the other (primary) services. Considering the possibility of interference, it was decided
that the sharing of the frequencies
would be coordinated through the I.nterdepartmental Radio Advisory Committee.

Another restriction was also placed
on the transmissions of the Travelers
Information Station. Since the sole
intent of the radio station was to provide safety and convenience information to listeners, no commercial advertising could be broadcast.
According to the FCC regulations,
low power communication device
which operates on the designated frea

quency in the approved band shall
limit the radiation so that the field
strength does not exceed 24,000 /frequency at 100 feet. This applies to a
buried cable system. Or, alternatively,

transmitter input power to the final
radio stage must not exceed 100 milliwatts (exclusive of filament or heater
power). Emissions below 510 kHz

a

and above 1,600 kHz are suppressed
20 dB or more below the unmodulated carrier, the total length of the
transmission line plus antenna must
not exceed ten feet, and transmitters

obtaining power from public utility
lines shall limit rf voltage appearing
on each line to 200 microvolts or
less, with measurements made with
both equipment grounded and ungrounded.
By utilizing buried cable systems,
it is possible to limit transmission reception areas to local spots where
the information is relevant. Using
transmitters, it is possible to cover a
wider area with more general information.
The sources of information feeding the system, either the cable or
transmitter, could be live, tape such
as a repeater cassette, or any other
input desired. By using the cassette,
or the endless loop, the same message can be repeated endlessly. Live
announcements can easily he interspersed as desired.

TECHNICAL SYSTEMS
The company that has produced
the transmitters for the Yellowstone

Park system is Technical Systems,
Inc., of Bozeman, Montana. (Our
appreciation to Ron Campbell, president, for the information details and
pictures.) T.S.I. has a simple repeater
system available, or a recorder/repeater system, and a transmitter package. Frequencies covered are 5301,620 and power is 1 -10 watts variable. Systems include one indoor/
outdoor a.m. radio transmitter, one
gain antenna, one power supply, a
timer, and an instruction manual. The
recorder-repeater unit comes with a
microphone.
Other parks have requested similar systems. National parks in Ottawa,
Canada, will operate such systems in
the near future, and the U.S. Forest
Service and the Bureau of Land Management are thinking of putting systems like this along selected routes
that pass historical sites. These systems will be in use during your bicentennial travels.
So, wherever you travel this season,
drive carefully, and to keep your eyes
peeled for signs telling you to tune to
1606. When you see one, do as it
says. Your trip will be much safer
and more enjoyable. You'll have this
opportunity in about a hundred different places, including the California-Baja, Mexico border crossing, the
Everglades, and the Grand Canyon.

Speak Up!
Three tough durable fiberglas radial
horns from Community command a full
ninety degree dispersion to the limits of
your driver. No throat adapters are
necessary -we make our horns in one
piece for each type of commercially
available driver; the two screw -ons and
1.4" and 2" bolt -ons.
1 ",
So see your Community distributor
and speak up.

Community Ligh

&

5701 Grays Avenue

(215) 727 -0900
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NORMAN H.CROWHURST

The other day a letter from a
reader-three pages long-contained
so many questions that it should last
me a year for material. This reader
is interested in playing guitar and being creative with the sounds he and
the sound man, working together, can
generate. He says he has no intention
of learning the whole subject of sound
reinforcement, and I don't blame him.
He complains about attitudes he
meets from studio sound people, and
I know what he means. They are going to do their own thing, whatever
he says, and the net result is a lack
of communication. He quotes me as
saying that, to be creative, an engineer needs to understand all of the
formulas, then apply them creatively,
and adds that he hates math.
Hold it there, before I get to one
of his real questions, was that what
I said? It was certainly not what I
meant to say. I was talking, as best
I can remember, about people who
rely on formulas, often blindly, expecting them to work magic for them.
I referred to the experience at BYU,
last year, where some of the participants wanted me to just put up the
formulas, so they could "take it from

The biggest advance of audio
control in the last 15 years.

Totally DC controlled for noiseless
switching and audio mixing. Lighted
touch pad switching eliminates mechanical noise and breakdown. Advanced
solid state light emitting "VU" meters.
Cermet mixers and level controls for
years of trouble free operation. Plug
in amplifier cards. Full range input gain
select from mic thru high level. All
inputs and outputs balanced. Distor+0, -2 db,
tion
0/3 %; Response
20 Hz - 20 KHz; Noise
-65 db (mic
inputs). Flexibility? Complete complement of accessories for input expansion,
equalization, remote control, etc.

--

-

10 day free

trial and 2 year warranty.

Call collect or write today. You'll find
it both an exciting and profitable ad-

venture!

Models

&

Prices

Single Channel, mono
DC -5M Dual Channel, mono
DC -5MS Dual Channel, stereo
DC -8M Dual Channel, mono
DC -8MS Dual Channel, stereo

SC -5M

S

.
.

.

.

.

S

.

605
742

979
199
5'.,760
S

51
.

.

.

RAMKO RESEARCH
3516 C LaGrande Blvd.
Sacramento, California 95823
Telephone (916) 392 -2100
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there."

KNOW THE PRINCIPLES
No, it was not the formulas that

I

said an engineer should understand,
but the principles, the basic physics,
etc., embodied in those formulas.
Then, as far as I'm concerned, the
formulas can go hang! The thing to
do is to have a grasp of the physical
principles that control what we want
to do, and know how to work with
them.
Now, when he says he hates math
-and he's certainly not alone-what
does he mean? Does he mean, for
example, that he will figure 3 x 3 = 6,
mistaking multiplication for addition?
If I made that kind of mistake, it
would not be the first time. Or does
he mean that he is apt to slip a decimal point here and there? I've done
that too, in my time. I suspect more
likely his problem is that, given A =irr2
well -known formula -and knowing "A ", he has trouble figuring what

-a

"r" will be.
In that case, the formula is arranged so that, if you know "r," you
can figure "A." But vice versa, and
you are coming in at the wrong end!
Juggling the formula, so it reads r
equals something that has A in it, is
what he finds difficult.
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Well, I've taught lots of classes in
formula juggling. You can't find that
in the college syllabus? They're not
supposed to teach it! But I do not believe that is the best way to learn what
you want to learn. The trouble is, the
college profs expect you to know how
to do it, so you struggle to satisfy
them. And if, like the present letter writer, you have not taken that kind
of subject, then the engineer who
has passes the same attitude on to
you.
Before someone jumps on me for
getting into education again, let me
assure him that I'm going to apply it
to some sound audio stuff in a minute. That formula, known to any
schoolboy who has taken algebra, relates to the area and radius, or lineal
dimension of a circle. And a good
many of our loudspeaker diaphragms
do happen to be circular, don't they?
LOUDSPEAKER DIAPHRAGMS
ARE CIRCULAR
So, working one way, if you have
one loudspeaker with a 4 in. cone,
and another with a 7 in. cone (sorry,
I'll give it in millimeters next time,
if you prefer
if the government
insists), you want to compare the
relative amount of air each will move.
The air each moves depends on the
area. To compare, you don't really
need bother with the 7r.
You do not need much math to
know that 4 squared is 16 and 7
squared is 49. And with a little more
figuring, you know that 48 is 3 x 16,
so 7 squared is just a whisker more
than 3 times 4 squared. If you have
acquired a little expertise in spotting
percentages, you may think that 49
is a little more than 2 per cent bigger than 48. If not, no matter; 1 in
48 or 49 is not much. In audio, twice

-or

is only 3 dB.

So the 7 in. cone moves 3 times as
much air as the 4 in. cone. Now hold
it, one of our formula buffs will say
-the formula is in radius, and the
numbers you are using are diameters.
So you are all wrong. Am I?
We ignored the 77 because we are
comparing similar things. It is in the
formula, both times you use it, so
the ratio is unchanged by multiplying both of them by 77. The formula,

using diameter, is A

just use

4

4 d2.

You

both times, instead of

it both times. It
the ratio.

=

still does not change

The principle to remember is that
two areas of the same shape, in this
case circular, or round, are proportional to the square of their linear
measurements
you use the same

-if

measurement each time. You could
use radius, or you could use diameter, so long as you use the same ratio for each cone. Diameter happened
to be more handy, so we used it.
Now that is pretty simple stuff. The
questions my correspondent got into
mostly was matching and frequency
response, particularly when you have
multi- speaker systems. He queried
whether one had to use a bi-amplifier,
or multiple channels, or whether passive crossovers could be used.
Then he got into some "supposes."
Suppose the units do not have the same
impedance, or the same sensitivity.
What happens to the frequency response, and the impedance matching,
and all that stuff?
Well, a formula may very well be
a help in calculating the theoretical
values in an ideal crossover, where
you know the impedance, and there
is only one impedance, and you know
the crossover frequency, and rate of
change in energy at crossover. But
so often what you have to work with
is not quite that ideal.
My correspondent seemed to think
that, if he had all the formulas packed
away in his head, or in an appropriate reference book, then he'd know
the answers to such questions. That
is where he is wrong. The people who
know all the formulas are just as
much at a loss as he is, often more
so. That is why I have been saying
that it is important to know the principles, more than the math, or the
formulas.

CROSSOVERS
Since the formulas give you the
design for an ideal crossover, let us
first look at an ideal crossover, to see
what ideally happens. Then we can
use a little common sense (who was
it that said that it's really awfully uncommon?) to figure out how to apply
it to some non -ideal situations, such
as we meet every day.
What the formulas do not tie down
is when and how they work. In other
words, what the ideal situation really
is. They give you a formula that gives
values for Ls and Cs, if you know f,
the crossover frequency and Z, the
working impedance. Then, assuming
you put these Ls and Cs together in
the proper circuit configuration, and
connect the right things to them, they
work their special kind of magic.
Let us see what that means. Suppose the crossover is designed for 16
ohms, and a crossover frequency of
1000 Hz. Then connecting a 16 -ohm

Now relax, playfully invite your muse, and transform these tracks,
adding body, stereo perspective, flanging, and a host of other time -base effects. Since Lexicon introduced digital delay over six years ago, most studios
have come to depend on it at least for doubling and slap. Now, the stereo
102 -S with the new VCO module* produces many other effects, including
more natural double tracking, flanging, vibrato, time delay panning, extreme
pitch modulation, and signal transformation for special effects. Of course,
you can also use the two channels for completely independent processing.
The Lexicon Delta -T has earned an enviable reputation for its 90
dB dynamic range, impeccable audio quality, high reliability, and functional
modularity. All this is retained in the new 102 -S, while two channel operation,
finer delay steps (3 ms), and the VCO have been added. And the 102 -S is
economical. Its totally modular construction allows you to start with a bare
bones mono system and expand later as needs and budget grow. We'll help
you define the configuration you need to get started. Call or write Lexicon
for further information.
Write on your letterhead for AN -3, Studio
Applications of Time Delay. A 30- minute demo
tape is also available for $1 in cassette, or $5 on
7 1/2 ips/2 track tape.
60 Turner Street

aQ
C

xícon j

'The new VC0 module also fits any 102 -B or C
mainframe to enhance its time-base signal processing capability.

Waltham, Massachusetts 02154
(617) 891 -6790
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Number 98 in a series of discussions
by Electro -Voice engineers.

CUTTING

THE
CABLE
LARRY DRISKILL

Asst. Product Manager

Under a project started several years ago at
Electro- Voice, we have made extensive lab-

oratory and field studies to determine the
important performance characteristics desired
in wireless microphone systems, problems to
be overcome, and optimum operating possibilities within the present state of the art or
with improved materials and techniques.
Reliability and flexibility of operation were
the primary needs of most of the users we
talked to.
Applications are almost infinite, and the
wireless system must work under the most
adverse conditions. Broadcast quality audio
must be provided over distances up to a third
of a mile. The equipment must sometimes
operate with ten other wireless systems on
adjacent channels inside a theatre. The transmitter may be concealed in a chorus girl's
costume in Vegas or placed in the back pocket
of an actor going to the brink in a new
disaster movie. As one of our contacts said,
"When I shove the performer on the set, the
equipment has to work the first time for the
whole take without intermittents, without
fadeouts, and without being knocked out."
Reliability has been increased in the new E -V
wireless microphone equipment by careful
attention to details and use of the best
available materials. Lemo Quick -Lok connectors on the mike and antenna leads provide a superior flex and strain relief over other
types of connectors in use. The transmitter
itself is small, rugged, and carefully shock
insulated inside a diagonally drawn sectional
aluminum case. It will withstand being sat on,
even being dropped, and continue to work.
A significant increase in radiated output over
other wireless mike systems reduces r.f. interference problems, enabling clean, non -fading
reception over more than normal distances.
In addition, radiated output power can be
doubled to 100 mw via a simple switching
arrangement in the transmitter to take care
of really severe conditions or range. By
observing a built -in LED indicator, mike
gain control is adjustable to allow optimization of signal -to-noise ratio and dynamic
range. A double -tuned helical resonator RF
preselector in the receiver as well as an
"AUTOLOCK" discriminator prevent drift
and out -of -band interference. Any E -V
dynamic or electret condenser microphone
may be used with the Model 221 transmitter,
for great versatility and best performance.
The unit even provides a bias voltage for
electrets, eliminating any separate microphone battery.

ElectroVoice
ag11Itan company
Dept. 763BD, 686 Cecil Street
Buchanan, Michigan 49107

theory

&

practice (cont.)

woofer to the low frequency output,
and a 16 -ohm tweeter to the high frequency output, will result in the
crossover providing a I6 -ohm load
for the amplifier at all frequencies.
That is the ideal.
But now, suppose the tweeter is
not 16 ohms, but 8 ohms, or even 4
ohms. Then at low frequencies, well
below crossover, in the woofer's
range, the amplifier is loaded with 16
ohms -the woofer. And at high frequencies, well above crossover, in the
tweeter's range, it is loaded with 8
ohms, or 4 ohms, as the case may be.
But what happens at crossover, and
say an octave either side of it?
That depends on the circuit configuration of the crossover. For the
moment we will not get into that. In
our next column we will show how
to deduce that. For the moment we
will look at something a little simpler-how to make it come out right
when you have this problem.
If the crossover is designed for 16
ohms, then it should be loaded on
both (or as many as it has) outputs,
with 16 ohms on each. In the example we picked, this means we must
make the tweeter look like 16 ohms.
Now if, in addition to having an impedance of 8 ohms instead of 16, the
tweeter is 3 dB more sensitive than
the woofer, the solution is simple.
You put an 8 -ohm resistor in series with the tweeter, so the cross 'ver is correctly loaded with a total
of 16 ohms, and the power reaching
the tweeter will be divided by 2, a
loss of 3 dB in FIGURE 1.
What if their sensitivities match,
but their impedances are different?
One solution is to use an auto- transformer for the tweeter, to make it
look like 16 ohms to the crossover. A
suitable size core, with, say, a total
of 28 turns tapped at 20, would serve.
Connect the 8 -ohm tweeter to the 20
turns, and the output from the crossover to the 28 turns, and you have it
(FIGURE

2).

AMP WITH MULTIPLE TAPS
That will work with any crossover

network. There is another solution,
when the amplifier has multiple output taps, and the crossover networks
are parallel connected. You use differently designed halves to the crossover. A 16-ohm low-pass connects
from the 16 -ohm output on the amplifier, to feed the woofer, and an Bohm high -pass connects from the 8ohm output on the amplifier, to feed
the tweeter (FIGURE 3). Or of course,
4 ohms, if that is what you have.
If the amplifier output uses a trans-
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16
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8 -OHM
TWEETER

16-OHM
LOW PASS
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16 -OHM
WOOFER

former, the transformer will combine
the two load impedances so the amplifier "sees" the correct impedance
at all frequencies.
This will not work if the crossover
is designed to combine the units in
series, instead of parallel.
Here we have picked three relatively simple examples that happen
to be convenient. As you may suspect, we have left a lot out. The important thing is to start your getting
the idea. In our next column, we will
take it from here and show how to
figure what you want, from what you
have.
Also, we need to take a look at
the fact that loudspeaker impedances
are nominal. If we actually loaded a
crossover with resistors of the correct
value, say, 16 ohms, then the amplifier
load and the frequency response to
each output resistor would be perfect. The combined energy fed to
the two resistors, one representing the
woofer and the other representing the
tweeter, would be constant
flat
overall frequency response.
But resistors do not make good
loudspeakers. Most of them emit no
sound at all. Conversely, loudspeakers do not make good resistors. Their
impedance is far from constant, or
even resistive, over the range of frequencies they cover. This fact can
change what the crossover does. Putting together a set of values obtained
from a formula has no magic to it.
It will not necessarily come out right,
just because you used a formula.
In our next column, we will get
into more details about this fascinating subject. Stay with it, and you'll
master it.

-a

MIN

Five monitors. One sound. Five JBL studio monitors.
You could record with any one, play back on any other,
and take your pick among the rest for mixing or mastering.
The only differences are acoustic output, size and cost.
No matter what size your studio is, you can cross reference with any other studio using JBL's.
But readin isn't knowing for sure. Come listen to
one. Or two. Or five.
JBL Studio Monitors from $303 to $1596.

James

B.

Lansing Sound. Inc 8500 Balboa Blvd.. Northridge. Calif. 91324.
.
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The Cartridge Tape System
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different audio DA's designed
to solve all of your distribution

Six

problems.
From our table top 1 in /6 out to our
powerful 20 in /80 out. Stereo or mono

operation, output metering, individual
level controls and balanced inputs and
outputs are just a few of the many features found in these superb DA's. Performance? Response
10 Hz - 20 KHz
0.1%; Output level
±0.5 db; Dist.
+20 dbm max; Signal /Noise -90
80 db. Qualdb; Channel separation
ity? All RAMKO products are backed
by our 10 day free trial and 2 year war-

- -

-

- -

ranty. They have to be good to do that.
Call collect or write today!

Models & Prices
DA -6 /E 1x6 (table top)
S 145
DA -6R /E 1x6 (rack)
5 165
179
DA -6BR /E 1x6 (rack, índiv. cont.)
S
DA-6RS/E 2x12 (rack)
S 239
295
DA-168R /E 2x16 (rack, meter, etc.)
S
DA -2080 up to 20x80 (rack) . . . $325 - $1,675
.

RAMKO RESEARCH
3516 C LaGrande Blvd.
Sacramento, California 98523
Telephone (916) 392 -2100
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Cartridge tape recorders used in
broadcast work differ in many respects
from other tape systems. These units
will produce a high quality audio, but
they do have their own peculiarities
and temperament.
ELECTRONICS
The audio channel or channels is
made up of conventional recorder
amplifiers, equalizers, etc. The major
difference from other tape systems is
in the head assembly. All units,
whether monophonic or stereo, use
premium stereo heads. In the mono
machine, a two -track stereo head is
used, and in the stereo unit, a three track head. The additional track is
used for cueing and switching purposes.

The heads in use conform to NAB
standards. These standards not only
prescribe the track placement, but
also its width. The two -track head
produces wider tracks than the three track head. Stereo and mono cartridges may be interchanged and
played on either machine, but there
are some compromises. A stereo tape
played on a mono machine will lose
the right channel and the output will
be somewhat lower. The cue tracks
will work in either case.
The number of heads a machine
may use is dictated by its design and
end purpose. Many of these machines
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are intended only for playback, so
they do not have a record head. In
many cases, however, a dummy head
will be used in the record head position so as to maintain the correct
pressure against the tape. A recording
unit will have both a record head and
a separate playback head. None of
these machines, by the way, have an
erase head; erasing must be done
with a bulk eraser.
The tape in the cartridge is a continuous loop, so some method of cueing is necessary. This is done automatically in the recorder, which records a burst of kHz tone on the cue
track at the moment the machine is
started. On playback, this tone is
sensed with the cue track head, amplified, processed, and then operates a
relay which stops the machine and
the tape movement and leaves the tape
cued and ready to play again.
Besides the cueing tone, two other
standard tones can be used for switching external functions or tape machines. The first of these is a 150 Hz
tone, called the auxiliary tone, and
the next is an 8 kHz tone called the
tertiary tone. When units are equipped
with this feature, the auxiliary tone is
usually applied immediately at the end
of an announcement on the tape so
that tight switching to another machine can take place. On playback,
this tone is sensed, amplified, proc1

\v
nv1191111Y j 1hC 11

1

(ADS

200 and

12

record

shown in proper proportion

PIS200

A new state of the art:

To

you it may be a dream machine.
us it's the world's first miniature studio quality speaker system.
For more information see your ADS Dealer or write to:
ADS, Analog & Digital Systems, Inc.
To

64 Industrial Way Wilmington, MA. 01887
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broadcast sound (cont.)
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the idea.

Every piece of music has its
own personality, and demands
its own kind of reverb.
To capture the exact flavor
demanded by a particular
recording you must have
complete control over the
quality of the reverb. With the
4400's specially designed
four-band Reverberation
Equalizer you can tailor the
reverb quality to any music.
Or use it to create the illusion
of any kind of environment,
from small bright rooms to
huge dull concert halls.
With the 4400 you get complete
control capability so you can
really use the reverb, without
ever having it sound phony
or contrived.
Versatility is designed into
the 4400 so it fits in any
situation. Use it with your
mixer's effects mixing system,
or run the signals straight
through adding just the right
amount of reverb with the
4400's built -in mixing
capability.
For more Information

Figure 2. The pinch roller must meet
the drive shaft properly or the tape
will ride oft the correct path.

overdrive
Dual differential constant current drive circuitry for
that smooth. clean sound
4 -band Reverberation
Equalizers give you complete
control
\' Full size Accutronics Type -4
reverb tanks
N' Input Mute switching lets
you evaluate the reverb
decay by itself
v $389.00
Suggested Resale Price
The 4400 has all the
functions you need for studio
recording, home recording,
professional sound reinforcement or hi -fi use. And like
everything Tapco makes, the
.

Tapco
Way. Edmonds. WA. 98020
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essed, and operates a relay to provide
a set of dry switching contacts for external units.
These three tones -the cue, auxiliary, and tertiary, are applied on the
same track of the tape, sensed by the
same cue head and amplified by the
same amplifier. Then they must pass
through filters to separate them according to their specific functions. If
this is done improperly or there is
any problem with the cue channel and
filtering, then there can be many
problems with switching functions.
TAPE SYSTEM

day in and day out.
The 4400 Reverberation
System from Tapco. Naturally.

write Wayne Inouye. Tapco. 405 Howell

DRIVE SHAFT

(CORRECT)
(C)

V

CD

1/32 OF INCH

DECK

VAutoPad- level controls, so
you can match the 4400 to
any other gear
Metered reverb drive levels
let you optimize system
performance at all times
Bi -level peak sampling
circuits prevent reverb

4400 is built to withstand
the rigors of professional use

COMPRESS
PINCH ROLLER
PARALLEL WITH

Natural Reverb
Under $400.
The 4400 Reveberation
System gives you two channels
of great sounding, usable
reverb. Reverb you can control,
reverb so natural it almost
goes unnoticed -and that's

ROLLER SHOULD

This is where the major difference
occurs between the cartridge and open
reel systems. There is no transport
with its motors, brakes, idlers etc. as
in a conventional machine. All the
tape handling is done within the cartridge itself. The tape is a continuous
loop- regardless of its length. The
actual length is very important to operation, so cartridges are filled with
the correct length for the use intended -for example, a 40 second, 70
second, 2 min., etc. length. Should a
cartridge that is fully loaded be used
for a short announcement, there
would be a considerable amount of
run -out time involved. It would be

it tales
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with just
one of ours
and save $10,400
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dbx, Incorporated
296 Newton Street
Waltham, MA 02154
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broadcast sound (cont.)

STL Offers The Most

Complete 5election

VU

PROGRAM

HEAD

PROGRAM

AMPLIFIER

Of Test Tapes Available Anywhere
looking for precision test tapes,
look no further. STL can serve all your needs with
150 mil cassette tapes, tapes in 1/4 ", 1/2 ", 1"
and 2" sizes, flutter tapes and magnetic test
films in Super -8 mm, 16 mm or 35 mm. STL
gives you the most accurate reference possible
in the widest range of formats. Order from us
and find out where your system really is.
If you are

Write for

a

free brochure and the dealer in your area.

Distributed exclusively by Taber Manufacturing & Engineering Co.

T

STANDARD TAPE LABORATORY, Inc.

208 Edson Avenue
San Leandro, CA 94577
(415) 635-3805
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NEW AUDIO SPECTRUM MONITOR!
1/3

OCTAVE REAL TIME ANALYSIS MODEL 142

PEAK READING TWO MEMORIES: CUMULATIVE OR SAMPLE
VARIABLE TIME CONSTANTS (0.1 - 2 SEC.)
CALIBRATED IN
FEATURES DBM
10 -20 -30 DB DISPLAY RANGE
40 HZ to 16 KHZ ON 1/3
OCTAVE ISO CENTERS
11 x 28 LED ARRAY
BUILT -IN PINK
NOISE SOURCE 31/2 "x 8" DEEP RACK MOUNT.

PROGRAM MATERIAL MONITORING
RECORDING AND MIX DOWN ANALYSIS
PORTABLE SYSTEM ADJUSTMENT
TAPE
EQUALIZATION AND CALIBRATION
TRANSMISSION LINE
EQUALIZATION
BEFORE-AFTER COMPARISONS
FREQUENCY
RESPONSE TESTING

USES

Suggested
List Price $3200
ALSO: Act

CO

W..

we

and passive equalizers Other real time ana
Dealer inquiries invited

Call or write today: WHITE INSTRUMENTS, INC.
512/892-0752
Austin, Texas 78767

P.O. BOX 698
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AND
MONITOR
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CUE

AMPLIFIER

Figure 3. A quick way to check that
correct levels have been recorded on
the cue track (when a tape head meter
is not available) is to teed the cue head
output to the program channel and read
it on the vu meter.

necessary for that tape to run at normal 71/2 in /sec. speed for the full
length until it reached the beginning
of the loop. There are no fast forward or reverse functions, as found
on conventional recorders, so it is not
possible to shuttle the tape hack and
forth quickly until the correct position is found on the tape.
The cartridge contains the pressure
pads which are used to maintain pressure of the tape against the heads.
There are also a few plastic tape
guides which help direct the tape
travel across the heads. These are not
as effective as on a standard machine.
because there is nothing to maintain
correct tension except the tape roll itself. Many machines also provide
metal guides attached to the head
assembly.
MECHANICS
The mechanics of these machines are
far more simple than in conventional
machines, but they are also temperamental in adjustment. On most machines, there is a single drive motor
and a solenoid- operated pinch roller.
(Multi -tray machines, as used in automation systems, have a somewhat different arrangement.) The pinch roller
must come up inside the cartridge to
press the tape against the motor drive
shaft. This adjustment is rather critical, since the tape must travel a relatively long distance and pivot at an
angle to the shaft. In the drive position, the roller must press against the
drive shaft in the correct position or
it can cause the tape to be driven upwards or downwards on the shaft and
of course, out of the correct travel
path across the heads. When the machine stops, the roller must drop below deck level so the cartridge may
be extracted or a new one inserted.
OPERATION
When the recorder is switched into
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Rack

em up.

For studio, broadcasting, recording, or public- address, Shure audio control
components offer more features and more performance, dollar for dollar,
than similar equipment. And -just as important-Shure audio components
are easier to work with. Their compact size and versatility equip them for
an extremely wide variety of audio control applications -and built -in input output flexibility means quick set -up anywhere. For a permanent installation
or a component system that can be adapted to meet any need, Shure has
the right combination. To obtain a copy of the Shure catalog, see your

O.

Q
C-

C

dealer or write:
Shure Brothers Inc.
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204
In Canada: A. C. Simmonds 8 Sons Limited

SF-IURE

rn
CO)

Manufacturers of high fidelity components, microphones, sound systems and related circuitry.
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broadcast sound (cont.)

Gold -ens

FRONT EDGE OF
DISTORTED 150 Hz
AUX. TONE

DRIVE SHAFT

CARTRIDGE RUBBING
AGAINST DRIVE SHAFT

FRONT
TOP OF

CARTRIDGE

1

tt
T

STEEP WAVE FRONT
REPRESENTS A HIGHER
FREQUENCY

Figure 4. Check the waveforms of the
cue tones with an oscilloscope. If the
150 Hz tone is distorted and has a steep
wavefront, the cue circuit may sense
this as 1 kHz and stop.

(A)

TOO FAR FORWARD

DRIVE

CARTRIDGE

SHAFT

SIDE VIEW

L
DECK

CARTRIDGE HOLDING PINCH
ROLLER AWAY FROM DRIVE SHAFT

(B) TOO FAR BACK

Gold plated connector
cables for the perfectionist.
Highest degree of electron
transfer and longevity will
never corrode or add
resistance with age.
Spring steel strain reliefs.

Ultra -low capacitance cables.
$8.00 per matched pair,
1

meter length.

From the people who
brought you Discwasher.

At audio specialists worldwide.

discwasher inc.
Ñ

909 University Ave., Columbia. Mo. 65201
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run mode (recording), there must be
a brief delay before the announcer
begins to speak. This may be about
one or two seconds, depending upon
the make of the unit. This delay is
necessary so the solenoid can swing
into position and start the tape moving; the 1 kHz cue tone burst is recorded at this time. If the announcer
begins to talk as soon as he pushes
the start button, the first few syllables
of his words will come up cut on the
playback. This is due to the fact those
syllables will play as the tape is about
to stop. There is a slight delay on the
stop action and the sensing of the
tone; therefore the tape will stop after
he has spoken the few syllables. This
sounds bad on the air.
Placement of the auxiliary tone at
the end of the announcement must be
done carefully. If this is done too
soon before the announcer is finished
talking, the switching action will take
place and there will he two machines
playing on the air at the same time.
That also sounds very poor, and plain
sloppy. If he delays too long after the
announcement, then there will be a
long pause on the air. Cartridge units
used in automation systems often use
this feature to provide overlaps and
tight switching. The tone is placed
one or two seconds ahead of the end
of the announcement. This causes a
music machine to switch on with the
last few words of the announcement
and provide a music bridge.
MAINTENANCE

The amplitude of the tones recorded on the cue track is very
important. The tones should not he
distorted, nor should there be noise
or transients on the track. All this can
cause faulty switching. The tones
should be recorded at the same amplitude as are the program materials. A
simple way to check this is with a

Figure 5. The cartridge must align
properly with the drive shaft and pinch
roller or there will be speed and tape
drive problems.

tape head meter. If one isn't available, switch the cables on the playback head so as to feed the cue track
to the program amplifier. Then measure the reproduced tone level with
the vu meter and listen to them on
the audio monitor. Let the tape play
all the way through and not if there
are any spurious tones, noise or transients on the track.
Another way to check is with an
oscilloscope. Pick up the reproduced
tones at a point in the cue amplifier
where the level is adequate for 'scope
operation. Pay particular attention to
the wave shape of the tones. If the
150 Hz tone, for example, looks more
like a square wave than sine wave, the
kHz amplifier may sense that steep
leading edge as its own tone and stop
the tape. This would leave the tape
improperly cued.
Heads and pinch rollers must be
cleaned frequently, depending upon
the use of the machine. The roller will
become slippery with the lubrication
off the tape and will slip, causing
speed variations or slow speed. The
heads can become clogged with both
oxide and lubrication and have a low
output and faulty switching. The tape,
by the way, is a particular tape for
use in cartridges. It has a special lubrication. Don't use ordinary tape or
it will cause all sorts of problems and
wear out quickly.
Since the tape handling is in the
cartridge, there are many potential
problems. One is the small turntable
which carries the tape. This rides on
a teflon washer and must also have a
drop of grease for lubrication. If this
goes dry, the table will cause a drag
1

Rock and roll is in it's third
decade and there are mountains
of blown diaphragms and
discarded speaker systems
as evidence of the difficulties
loudspeaker manufacturers
have had in meeting the
challenge. The SP1 was
designed and tooled by a new
loudspeaker company dedicated
to solving the basic difficulties
of high level sound
reinforcement in order to meet
that challenge.
Our two -way is a compact,
powerful, reliable, high fidelity
loudspeaker with dispersion and
power response so uniform that
the "sound" of the system is
stable in different environments.
The SP1's multi -flare
radial horn is the most
significant advance in the
control of high frequency
dispersion since the invention
of the radial horn half a century
ago. Undoubtedly the design

will become the industry

Some strong statements have
standard.
been made here, but we know
The real marvel of the SP1
we can deliver. The demand is
system, however, is the
so great for a system with the
Model 22 Compression Driver.
SP1's performance that
We have been producing it since our dealers have ordered over
August 1975 demonstrating
1,200 units (as of Dec. 1,'75)
that it is possible to combme
based on word of mouth from
adequate high end
the few people who have heard
response (13 KHz),
samples from pilot production.
efficiency (30% midband),
The SP1.
high power handling (40 watts
AN ALTERNATIVE TO
pink noise 8 hours continous), THE ESTABLISHED WAY
$499.50* Soon, at your
reliability (6 forms of on-line
Peavey Electronics Dealer.
analysis plus listening),
and good sound in a
compression driver. Until "22"
a high performance 2 -way like
the SP1 was not possible.
The low-end of the system is
provided by a 15" horn loaded
cone speaker covering the
1
range of 60 - 500 Hz.
The extensive Q.C. system
Peavey Electronics, Corp.
devised for the driver has been
PO Box 2898
expanded to allow the same
Meridian, Ms 39301
scrutiny of the SP1.
*suggested retail
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broadcast sound (cont.)

Sabor presents
the

MK -668C

wow and flutter meter

MUM

11111

The MEGURO MK -668C. capable of
measuring DIN. IEC & ANSI at 3 15 kHz
and JIS. NAB & CCIR at 3 0 kHz is truly
a world -wide universally applicable Wow
& Flutter Meter It features selectable calibration to permit reading of peak. average or effective values of W /F. and tape
speed error Is indicated on the built -in

digital frequency meter
W/F range is 0 003% to 10%
at inputs above 30mVrms
and 0 01% to 10% with inputs
from 0 5mV to 30mVrms
Price is $975
12597 Crenshaw Blvd

.."horne. CA 90250
'644.8689

Sabor corporation
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on the tape and there will be speed
variations in the reproduced audio.
However, do not use oil and never allow grease or oil on the tape itself.
For the tape to play properly, it
must be in the correct relationship to
the heads. There are cartridge guides
for this purpose and these must be
adjusted properly. There is also a leaf
spring that holds the cartridge down
against the deck. If this is weak or absent, the cart will lift up during play
and the high- frequency response will
fall off. If the guides are not correct.
the tape won't position properly, and
there can be a variety of improper results. Set the guides, head assembly,
and drive shaft and pinch roller so
the tape cartridge goes directly into
the heads. The cart should not be
too far forward or the edge will drag
against the drive shaft. If it is too far
back, the pinchroller shaft will be held
back, reducing pressure of the roller
against the drive shaft. The roller
shaft must clear the keyhole in the
cart.
The solenoid is a very important part
of the assembly. This should be disassembled occasionally and the plunger and inside of the solenoid cleaned

out. Lubricate with Teflon dust or
powdered graphite. Never use oil or
grease as the heat of the solenoid will
cause it to become sticky and gummy,
causing the plunger to fail to operate.
Many problems occur in the cartridge, so these should be inspected
regularly. A good time is prior to recording. Inspect the tape for wear. If
the oxide is streaked or gone, replace
the tape. Check the pressure pads.
Press the sponge tape pads; they
should spring right back when released. If not, they have lost their
strength and should be replaced. The
peg in the end of the cart should be
down in its socket and firm. If loose,
re- cement in place. This peg is what
feeds the tape across the front of the
cart. Visually inspect the insides
through the clear top for tape that is
too tight or too loose in wind -both
are faults. And make sure the wire
guide is in place. The case itself
should not be damaged or broken.
SUMMARY
The cartridge tape system is in
many ways different from other tape
systems. It can produce a high quality

audio recording when proper attention is paid to pampering its fickle
temperament, and constant maintenance with attention to its peculiarities, is observed.

Complete Audio Distortion and
Frequency Response

...Automatically

RADIOMETER

CV

N

L,

Comprehensive distortion and frequency response measurements are
easily performed with the BKF10 Automatic Distortion Analyzer.
This unique instrument combines a distortion meter, a low distortion
audio sweep oscillator (<0.01% t.h.d.) and an input /output ratio
meter. Operation is totally automatic ... No balancing, nulling or level
setting is required. Addition of a recorder provides complete distortion
and frequency response curves. Send for complete information.

THE LONDON COMPANY /

811 SHARON DRIVE / CLEVELAND, OHIO 44145
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NOW!
See what you hear
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ADM®

660

Audio Spectrum Analyzer for
Recording Mixdown Broadcasting
Mastering Maintenance Audio Testing
FEATURES
Higher resolution and visibility than available LED displays.
Divides 40 Hz to 20 kHz spectrum into 28 third octave filters
that are displayed on a TV monitor screen as 28 individual bars,
allowing constant monitoring of audio frequency spectrum.
Dynamic range of 25 dB with V/4 dB resolution. Accepts
signals from MV to 10 V RMS.
Screens from 12" to 23 ".
Low cost. Compact.

ALSO AVAILABLE
Unique 28 channel Vue -Scan
designed for operation with
ADM 660. Same display
screen can be used for
both units.

1

APPLICATIONS
Facilitates disc mastering.
Precise monitoring of program material.
Exact evaluation of apparent loudness curve.
Frequency response tests.

LET'S SEE WHAT
AUDIO DESIGNS
CAN DO FOR YOU.
Call collect, or write

AUDIO DESIGNS
AND MANUFACTURING, INC.

AUDIO
ogsions

16005 Sturgeon, Roseville, Michigan 48066
Phone: (313) 778 -8400, Cable: AUDEX
TLX -23 -1114
DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE U.S.A.
BY AMPEX INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS, INC.
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FULL -SPECTRUM 18dB
LEVEL CONTROLS; LED's
111111P
for ZERO -GAIN and OVERLOAD
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Mir: Eventide Clockworks, Inc.
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SPECTRUM /BALANCED OCTAVE EQUALIZER
POOFFR5IONAL TWIN-GRAPHIC MOOELTa220R-R00

OCTAVE PINK NOISE
INSTRUCTIONAL TEST
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Shallow -depthed Eh 800 horn is
designed to be used in two -way situations where space is limited. The device is made so the horizontal beam
remains constant throughout the middle and high frequency range. The
full sound spectrum may be directed
exactly where it is needed without
horizontal or vertical diffraction. Coupled to the EA 175 high frequency
driver, it is claimed that the two
linked devices deliver less than 0.5
per cent total harmonic distortion.
EA 175 operates well in high power
applications and has a conveniently
replaceable voice coil /diaphragm assembly, which centers precisely in the
voice coil air gap.
Mfr: Emilar Corp.
Circle 50 on Reader Service Card
R.A.M. DIGITAL DELAY

FOR THE STUDIO
_t,<.- ;lsl..Rt'I

FOR THE ROAD

- $399.50

GUARANTEED SPECIFICATIONS
FREQUENCY RESPONSE:
at zero setting.

'

0.25 dB 20 lo 20.480

Hz

THD: Less than .05% at 1 volt.
SIGNAL -TO- NOISE: Better than 90 dB.
INDIVIDUAL OCTAVE -CONTROL RANGE: Minimum
+12 dB (Typ. -14 dB). each octave centered at 30.
CO, 120, 240, 480. 960. 1920. 3840. 7680, and
15,360 Hz.
CIRCLE SERVICE CARO

±

OR WRITE TO:

I

-

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN
er

N

QUARTER -INCH RECORDER

Full track mono and half -track
head configurations in portable, rack
mount, and console mountings are
available with A -67 quarter -inch tape
recorder /reproducer. The unit offers
3 -speed crystal -controlled servo capstan drive; servo tape tension control
on both take-up and supply motors;
and tape timer reading in minutes and
seconds. The transport and audio electronics plug in with access from the
front panel.
Mir: Willi Studer America, Inc.
Price: $2,400.
Circle 52 on Reader Service Card

600 -OHM BALANCED IN /OUT

SG- 2205 -600 less case

octave output of any synthesizer or a
variable control voltage. A feedback
control generates odd "spacey" effects. Room resonance is eliminated
through an anti-feedback mode triggering a controlled vibrate. An optional readout allows precise pitch ratio setting without the keyboard.

1721 NEWPORT CIRCLE. SANTA ANA, CA 92705

Combination variable digital delay line and pitch changer Harmon izerTlE has an output variable in 7.5
msec. steps from zero to 112.5 msecs.
in the delay mode. An optional second output variable offers 7.5 msec.
steps from zero to 82.5 msecs. In the
pitch change mode, the output, variable in pitch from -1 octave to +1
octave, may also be delayed by zero.
30, or 60 msecs. It is claimed that
because of its digital configuration,
musical relations can be preserved
with no degradation of signal /noise
ratio of frequency response even
while increasing the delay up to
maximum. An optional keyboard,
varying the pitch of the input signal
by musical intervals as keys are depressed, permits a performer to control up to three Harmonizers. Signals of any complexity can be processed. Other control modes allow the
device to be controlled by the top

Circle 34 on Reader Service Card
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EDITOR DUPLICATOR

1

Designed especially for fast editing
of on- the -street interviews, Tri-master
editor duplicator allows rapid conversion from cassette to open reel
for editing without the need for additional slaves. The unit may also be
used for reel -to- cassette or cassette to- cassette duplication. It is available
in either two -track or four -track
versions.
Mfr:

Pentagon

Circle 53 on Reader Service Card

DIGITAL MULTIMETER

SOUND ANALYZER

Designed to be used primarily as a
monitor for program material, model
142 sound analyzer incorporates a 28
by 11 led matrix for the display of 27
one -third octave channels from 40 Hz
to 16 kHz plus one broadband channel for overall indication of level.
Decay time can he varied, in steps,
from 0.1 seconds to 2.0 seconds. The
unit has a built -in pink noise digital
generator, available at both the front
and rear, presented at a level of zero
dBm. Two cmos memory registers
store information as long as the unit
is turned on. In a SAMPLE mode.
parts of program or pink noise test
signals can be stored for later viewing. The ACCUMULATE mode registers the highest peak readings during
any segment of program material for
later viewing. Of particular usefulness
are the dual memories, convenient for
comparison readings.

Measurement of current, voltage,
and resistance is simplified with convenient little Model 3476A digital multimeter. Voltages are measured from
± 100 microvolts to ± 1,000 volts
d.c. and from 300 microvolts to 700
volts r.m.s. a.c. Resistance is measured
from 1 ohm to 11 megohms. Current
can be measured from 100 microamperes to 1.1 ampere d.c. and 300
microamperes to 1.1 ampere a.c. Auto zero, autopolarity, and autoranging are
built in. The unit, which uses fine -line,
tantalum nitride resistor technology,
has a range hold feature that allows
the instrument to be locked to any desired range. The I.e.d. readout gives all
voltage readings in volts, resistance
readings in kilohms and current readings in amperes. Battery or line powered.

Mfr: White Instruments, Inc.
Price: $3,200.
Circle 54 on Reader Service Card

M /r: Hewlett Packard
Price: $225 -$275.
Circle 55 on Reader Service Card
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reel to reel
audio recording
AMPEX and Scotch
all professional grades
on reels or on hubs

TAPE

EMPTY all sizes, widths

REELS and hub types

BOXES for all reels,

in

various colors

LEADER-,TIMING-& SPLICING TAPES

Top Quality Competitive Pricing

Immediate Shipment
Call or Writs for Details/Prices

recording supply corp.
1291

RAND RD -DES PLAINES. IL 60016
312/297 -0955
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The Sensual Equalizer.
Whether on record or in live performance, todays
most commercially successful music is more visceral,
immediate, and sensual than ever before. This impact has
been achieved through advances in the musician's art,
and through a quantum jump in the control available in
audio processing.
The Orban/Parasound Parametric Equalizer: Model
621, has received outstanding acceptance since its
introduction because it combines economy ($369/
channel) with extraordinary control. Each of its four non interacting bands permits continuous, stepless adjustment
of bandwidth, equalization, and center frequency Each
band can be tuned over a 20:1 frequency range with no
change in curve shape (unlike some competitors), and
peak gain remains constant as the bandwidth is varied.
The unique "constant -Q" equalization characteristic is
more musical than the usual reciprocal curves, and lets
the equalizer create infinite -depth dips to remove hum.
whistles and ring modes- making it ideal for cinema and
sound reinforcement as well as recording studio and

Write for free new paper:

broadcast applications. Other outstandingly useful features
include a front-panel gain control and a peak-stretching
overload lamp which indicates clipping anywhere in the
equalizer circuitry
While our spec sheet (available from the address
below) gives the details in cold black- and -white, it cannot
describe the sensual interaction between man and
machine which occurs when the frustrating limitations of
conventional equalizers are finally overcome, and the user
is given the power to create sound that feels really right.
Our ability to deliver this power at an affordable price is
the true reason for the 0/P Parametric's success. But
discover the Sensual Equalizer
don't take our word for
for yourself, soon.
For further information, contact

it-

orban/palrati ound

Beach St.
San Francisco Ca. 941(19
Or contact your local
6£30

Orban/Parasound distributor

"How to Choose Equalizers for Professional Recording Applications"
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MOVING COIL PHONO CARTRIDGE

POCKET PAGING RECEIVERS

Three new Pagemaster f.m. selective pocket paging receivers have been
The AKG
D -1000E

Cardìoid
Microphone

Top performers depend
on AKG microphones.
They know the sound
they get is the sound

they want.
Professional performers will tell you
that a microphone is like a musical
instrument ... a valuable tool that
must respond predictably to your
demands. They'll tell you, too, to
select your microphone with the
same care that you'd use in selecting a musical instrument.
Many professional people prefer
AKG microphones ... and for many
reasons. Take our D -1000E cardioid, for instance. Its built -in flexibility allows a variety of options for
a more "personal" sound in recording and live performance situations.
The D- 1000E's Bass -Medium -Sharp
equalization switch says that the
sound you get is the sound you
want ... even in acoustically poor
environments.
Or consider the D -120E cardioid, a
rugged, high -quality microphone
that's designed for the roughest,
toughest handling you can give it.
It's ideal for rock and contemporary
music, recording and "live."

Your AKG dealer can show you a
wide variety of AKG microphones,
each designed to your personal
taste and particular budget. Visit
him today. And watch for AKG's
Informative Guide to Microphone
Selection and Application. It's available soon and yours for the asking!
At selected dealers everywhere.

OS
AKG

CO

HEADPHONES
PHONO CARTRIDGES
MICROPHONES

AKG ACOUSTICS

PHILIPS AUDIO VIDEO SYSTEMS CORP.
Audio Division, 91 McKee Drive
Mahwah, New Jersey 07430 1201) 529 -5900

designated SS35VT, SSI5OVT, and
SS450VT. The solid -state superheterodyne units operate in the 35 MHz, 150
MHz, and 450 MHz frequency bands.
The hands -free units have built -in
memory which stores a page signal
until the wearer is ready to receive it.
Weighing 5.5 ounces including battery,
the units use completely solid -state
integrated and hybrid microelectronic
circuitry that plug in. They also have
tone signaling as well as voice message. Other features include active
filter decoding, including the ability
to change codes in the field, and compatibility with existing standard EIA
two-tone sequential f.m. systems at
35, 150 and 450 MHz.
Mfr: Bogen Division,
Lear Siegler, Inc.
Circle 56 on Reader Service Card
MIXER POWER AMPLIFIER

aaaaaa
99abab04
9afa 1Cy
Up to 12 fully controllable inputs
are offered on portable model M -251A
mixer amplifier, with 11 types of plug in modules and six -channel reverb.
option. Power amplifier output delivers 100 watts rms continuous duty. A
7 point led vu meter is optional. A
"slave amp" on the back panel provides an output from the mixer driver
for monitoring or for use as an input
to a booster amplifier. The unit is
equipped with reset circuit breakers on
the output and power lines and low
load impedance output current limiting circuits to protect the output transistors. Heat sinks cool the output
transistors for continuous operation.
Mfr: Pulse Dynamics Mfg. Corp.
Circle 57 on Reader Service Card
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A beryllium crystal cantilever, directly coupled to a coil assembly, holds
the stylus on MC 1000 reference pickup. The unit also features a doublelayered damping system. Optionally
available are accessories MCB 100,
moving coil pickup booster transformer and FG 100 stylus force gauge.
The stylus gauge can be used with
other phono systems.
Mfr: Nakamichi Research, Inc.
Price: MC -1000, $250;
MCB -I00; $100;
FG -100, $20.
Circle 58 on Reader Service Card
SOUND REINFORCEMENT

Two 15 in. speakers in a front loading exponential horn for uniform bass
projection, a high frequency compression driver coupled to a wooden radial
horn for midrange reinforcement, and
a pair of high frequency piezoelectric
tweeters for treble response are included in model 15 sound reinforcement enclosure. The unit is especially
suitable for keyboard reinforcement.
High power handling is a continuous
200 watts.
Mfr: Sunn Musical Equipment Co.
Circle 59 on Reader Service Card
VOCAL STRESSER

Vocal stresser model OCA769XR
combines the functions of a four band parametric equalizer and those
of an integrated multi -slope compressor, expander, and limiter. It is completely capable of performing the
functions necessary to studio microphone enhancement or complete a.m.
or t.v. audio chain processing.
Mir: Orange County Electronics
Price: $1,256
Circle 60 on Reader Service Card
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Computer Synthi is made up of a
PDP -8 /A minicomputer, two cassette
tape drives, analog-to- digital and dig ital-to- analog converters, pushbutton
and
slider controls,
input- output
plugs, sockets, patch panels, and 16position led display. The tape drives
make it possible to use the equipment
for different projects by changing
cassettes. it can he used with any
voltage- controlled equipment, particularly in composing electronic music,
creating sound effects, audio signal
experiments
and sound research.
Twenty independent streams of control voltages can he used with synthesizer oscillators and filters to build a
voice model.

Purity of pickup is claimed for
W -200 and W -250 transducers elimi-

nating all extraneous mechanical vibrations from wind instruments, brass, or
drums. Feedback is also kept to a
minimum. Two styles in the three -dimensional pickup adapt to flutes or to
other wind or brass instruments, and
drums. The instrumentation grade
preamps, housed in I4 -gauge stainless
steel, are transformer -coupled to be
compatible with studio and p.a.
equipment; they can also be used with
instrument amplifiers. Pickup is flat
from 20 to 20,000 Hz.
Mfr: Frap
Price: W -200, $500; W -250, $600
Circle 63 on Reader Service Card

Check Audiotechniques First
... FOR

DOLBY

risi

We're one of the world's largest Dolby dealers ... offering sales, service,
rentals and consultations on specific applications. FM broadcasters, film
makers, universities, recording studios ... all depend on us for prompt
service and accurate information.

0111=111

Official Dolby Service Center

audiotechniques,inc.
142

Hamilton Avenue, Stamford,CT 06902 Telephone: 203 359 2312

Mir: Electronic Music

Studios
Price: $28,000.
Circle 61 on Reader Service Card

Circle 38 on Reader Service Card

PARAMETRIC EQUALIZER
PREAMP

itiSINOMMIEVERION
Three separate frequencies can he
controlled simultaneously by means
of PQ -3 parametric equalizer/ preamp, designed for use as a patchable
outboard equalizer, as a musical instrument preamp, as an adjunct to a
conventional instrument amplifier, or
in a p.a. system for feedback suppression. The controls are continuously variable, creating special effects
when desired. Once a frequency has
been selected, the exact amount of
boost or cut may be set with the corresponding equalization control, varied up to +20 dB boost, to over
-40 dB cut. Adjustment of the
matching bandwidth control permits
the user to determine the extent to
which the frequencies surrounding
the selected frequency are affected by
the equalization control.

Mir: Furman

Sound Service

Price: $250.

Eliminate Off -Mike Problems With The Sportscaster Headset
Sportscaster headset with integral dynamic mike from
Television Equipment Associates gives you complete
freedom of movement and simultaneous monitoring o1
two sources.
The headset has

a

Dynamic boom microphone: 400 ohms, frequency
range 50- 15,000 Hz. Sensitivity 2mV (loaded) for
close speech.
Double headphones: independently wired, 200
ohms each 50- 15,000 Hz. Single 'phone version

$83.00
$96.00
Delivery from stock.
Ask for literature on
practically unbreakable
Single Phone
Double Phone

headphones.
Dealer inquiries invited.

available.
Ventilated foam cushions eliminate perspiration
and let you hear ambient sound and are interchangeable with ear-enveloping cushions.
Weight: 8 ounces. Practically unbreakable components. Optional cough switch.

Television Equipment Associates.
BOX 260 SOUTH SALEM, N.Y. 11509
914 -763 -8293
BILL PEGLER

Circle 62 on Reader Service Card
Circle 39 on Reader Service Card
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Dub faster
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services (cont.)

HAND WIRE STRIPPER

8- CHANNEL STEREO MIXER

t
%
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Dub easier
Garner Model 1056 updates
your dubbing operation. Five
1200' professional copies in
four minutes. Threads fast. Rewinds in 60 seconds. Single
capstan drive and solid state
electronics guarantee unvarying high quality. Priced low
enough for quick payout. Write
for brochure and names of
users.

GARNER INDUSTRIES
4200 North 48th St.
Lincoln, NE 68504
Phone 402 464 -5911

-

Circle 40 on Reader Service Card

Variable negative feedback circuitry is featured in 800 -S mixer.
Each of the eight channels has separate high and low equalization, as
well as a slide level control for maximum tone control and output level.
There is also pre- and post- capability for monitor, reverb, and effects
send controls, individual channel attenuation and stereo pan. A master
section features slide level controls
for left and right main and monitor.
as well as low, mid, and high equalization for both left and right mains.
Also included is master level, return,
and pan controls for the effects and
reverb busses. Two lighted vu meters
with screw adjustments are located
above the master section.

Cutting edges harder than insulation but softer than copper are claimed
for the Alpha Plastic -Blade Stripper,
using Stilana plastic blades. The stripper can remove the insulation from
twisted pairs, multi- conductor cable,
ribbon cable, twin -lead antenna wire,
electrical cable, etc., without separating the conductors. Requiring no adjustment for wire size, the device
strips any size wire from AWG 12
through AWG 28 with most types of
insulation. Blades are replaceable
through injector action.
Mir: Alpha Wire Corp.

Price: $39.95.
Circle 65 on Reader Service Card
RECORDING CONSOLE

MODULES

Mfr: Peavey Electronics Corp.
Circle 64 on Reader Service Card

Listen to

wow and flutter.

If you service record /playback equipment, you
need to measure wow and flutter. And with the BPI
Model 1000A, you can listen to wow and flutter as
well. Because right between those needle meters is a
speaker to help you diagnose the problem. The Model
1000A is an easy -to-use, all- solid -state pushbutton
instrument that measures wow and
flutter to 0.02 %. And it's priced
at under $650.

Comprehensive switching and control facilities for multi -track recording, quad- stereo -mono mixdown, and
monitoring are possible with series
MAP 8422 console control modules.
Included are selectable mic /high level
inputs with programmable led peak
level indication; an internal power
network for condenser mies; switch able 70 Hz Hi Pass filters; channel
mute and solo on all inputs; quad
panning
and
quad /4- track /stereo
mode selection; direct track feed; two
independent echo channels with pre post fader selection, delay, echo, and
monitor send and return functions;
two independent cue channels; self contained multi -track mixing amplifiers with full range rotary Submaster
level controls. Complete control facilities for monitoring, talkback, and
slate are also provided. The series
plugs directly into printed circuit
motherboards. Faders, equalizers and/
or compressors are omitted from the
input modules to allow the assembler to choose these items to suit his

BPI, 7853 Balboa Ave., San Diego, Ca. 92111, Phone (714) 279 -3344

Mir: Modular Audio Products, Inc.
Circle 66 on Reader Service Card
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Circle 41 on Reader Service Card
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convenience.

HEAD -WORN BROADCAST

INTERCOM SYSTEM

MICROPHONES

"TW" two -wire intercom system,
through a closed circuit
headset, is designed for field use. Up
to 50 user stations can be connected
on line to two independent channels.
The stations feature built-in mie limoperating
Designed for occasions where the
user wishes to transmit as well as pick
up, models SM 10 and SM 12 feature

unidirectional pickup patterns that reject unwanted background noise, and
miniature windscreens. Low impedance permits long microphone cables;
snap-on connectors keep wires out of
the way. The mics, which weigh less
than three ounces, pivot and extend
to fit the individual. SMIO comes with
headband and microphone, SMI2
with microphone, headband and earphone.
Mfr: Shure Bros.
Price: SM12, $96.00; SMIO, $72.00.
Circle 67 on Reader Service Card

LIVE AUDIO CONTROL CONSOLE

;;
r

iters, carbon or dynamic mie input,
flashing call light with variable frequency adjustment for selective paging, two -watt headphone power amp,
and individual auxiliary audio input.

With #22 gauge cable, the TW will
operate on 2,000 feet of line. Supplies and the user stations are available in rack mounting packages for
permanent installation. The rack
mount models feature standard three channel operation. Included are also
phase locked loop, cmos and fet devices.
Mir: RTS Systems
Price: Beltpack, $150;
PS -10, $350; PS -50. $500.
Circle 69 on Reader Service Card

Your ears are burning with amplified noise.
Even though your system is delivering
sound accurately, it's also doing an efficient
job of pumping out noise ... accurately.
Ideally, music should be recreated against a
dead silent background. The Phase Linear
1000 accomplishes just that with two unique
systems: The Auto Correlator Noise
Reduction and the Dynamic Range
Recovery Systems.

*rangeimproves
the overall effective dynamic
and signal /noise ratio
dB
any
stereo system with any stereo source.
*noise Auto
Correlator reduces hiss and
dB without
high
frequencies and without pre- encoding.
*restores
The Dynamic Range Recovery System
dB
dynamic range without
pumping and swishing.
*frequency removes
rumble and low
noises, without the loss of low
frequency music.
* WARRANTY: years, parts and labor
It
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As an aid to live performance
treatment, Grandson III, model 110 T, offers quadriphonic mixing, pre settipg, and full theatrical communications. Up to 16 input positions may
be combined to 8 mixing busses. Presets distribute the quad busses to each
of 8 outputs. Theatrical communications interface into headset intercom,
backstage, cue /page, etc. The modular unit contains a phantom condenser microphone, 8 vu meters, quad
positioners, 4 eight- output presets,
separate stage and audience mixing, 2 effects send /receive channels,
and stereo control room monitoring
with solo function combination. 20
dB headroom is provided over +4
dBm output. Each input position provides a stepped input sensitivity control handling level from -70 dBm to
+20 dBm at input. Also provided
are a linear motion attenuator at each
input position and a six- frequency
equalizer.
Mir: Auditronics, Inc.
Circle 68 on Reader Service Card

WORAM AUDIO ASSOCIATES
Consultants in Studio Systems
Engineering, Design and Installation

-offering-

Even the finest stereo systems are limited in
performance by the quality and nature of the
recording. With the Phase Linear 1000,
these limitations are overcome. Added to
any receiver or preamplifier, it gives you the
most significant improvement in sound
reproduction for the money ... more than
any other single piece of equipment you
could add to your system. Ask your dealer
for an audition. The silence is deafening.

A COMPLETE CONSULATION
SERVICE FOR STUDIO
PLANNING AND
CONSTRUCTION
FREE -LANCE RECORDING

SERVICE IN THE
NEW YORK AREA
PPha4e

212 673 -9110
64 University Place
New York, N.Y. 10003

,ThrIneefit

.000

Phase Linear Corporation,
20121 48th Avenue W.

Lynnwood, Washington 98036

Circle 23 on Reader Service Card
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MARTIN DICKSTEIN

Revolution!
New York celebrates its part
in America's history with
a technologically improved,
dynamic multi-media show.

of human events it
becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands that have connected them with another and to assume
among the powers of the earth the separate and equal

"W

HEN IN THE COURSE

station...

So begins the official declaration by the thirteen colonies that they would no longer tolerate the rule of England,

and that henceforth they would be free and independent
states. This Declaration of Independence was drawn up
and approved on July 4, 1776, by 12 colonies-the thirteenth, New York, aproved on July 9, retroactively.
The City of New York played an important part in the
early days of the revolution, and to help commemorate
the Bicentennial, the Museum of The City of New York
opened a specially designed multi -media display late last
year which will run to the end of 1976. The entire project
was made possible by a grant from the Bowery Savings
Bank as its celebration contribution.
The rear projection display takes place in a large darkened room surrounded by exhibits of real historical objects of the times of the revolution. The audience enters
and is seated in the center of the room, while the lights
are up. The surrounding exhibits are illuminated for viewing. Specially scored music with a revolutionary period
flavor, written for the show, is heard. After a few minutes, the lights dim, and the program begins with the
sound of hammering. Notice is being posted that the
tariffs have been raised again! The notices go up across
the screens. Voices talk about their feelings, some angry,
some expecting things to improve in the future.
°cn

A PERSONAL TOUCH
In order to give the program a personal touch, the nar-

The Museum of the City of New York.

ration is given by a fictional woman. When she starts, she
says it is 1750 and she is eleven years old. She sounds
like an eleven year old girl as she talks to her mother.
As the story unfolds, and the years go up on the screens,
the narration and the dramatic acting tell of the events
from 1750, through the death of King George II and
the belief that now things will improve, (King George III
is worse) through the Stamp Act of 1765, taxes on various things including tea, the New York Tea Party in
1774, and the revolution-centering specifically on events
occurring near New York.
As the years go on, the girl grows older, her voice
becomes more mature, and she tells the story through
her eyes-describing events in her family life, her surroundings, and how political and military events affected
her, including Washington's coming to New York to take
over the command of the soldiers, his retreat, the final victory of the Continental Army, and the beginning of a new
nation with its first president, and its first capital, New
York. The drama of the British surrounding New York
with more than 500 ships and about 10,000 men, the
marches through the city, the British habit of stopping for
tea rather than continuing to capture the colonists -are
based on some well known, some little known, facts, all
authenticated and accurate. The images on screens are
taken from the real items in the museum itself.
AUTHENTICITY TO START WITH
Revolution is by no means just another multi-screen
display. When the decision was made to develop this
display, Motiva Ltd. of New York was called in to execute the actual creation of the exhibit. Beginning with
the facts provided by the museum and the authentic historical displays already in existence, Motiva set about
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The programmer and control unit
with paper tape and cords fo

advance desired slide projector
units. The paper tape is activated by
the cues on the audio tape and the
optical signals trigger the slides.

Scene behind the screen, showing
wiring and a typical single- projector
module, with a double -unit cubicle at
the right. Lightweight aluminum
compartments disperse heat rapidly.

getting the script, music, talent, sound effects, and visuals
coordinated.
Research by the museum staff produced the facts, and
all the provided materials were then utilized as necessary.
The original musical score, written by Michael Valenti,
uses 18th century musical instruments. The script was by
Roy London, the soundtrack coordination by Chuck London, acting by the Circle Repertory Company, and programming by Frank Vince. Supervision was by Robert
Schwartz, President of Motiva, Ltd.
The uniqueness of this exhibit's audio visual display
comes from the singularity of the original concept. According to Mr. Schwartz, multi- screen exhibits develop
their visuals first, then program them to change according
to the script, which is produced to follow the images on
the screens. Also, most exhibits are front projection, and
to develop large enough images for the whole audience
to see them clearly, the projectors must use high power
light sources, the overall action is slow moving, and the
results can lose some of its potential impact.
MULTIVISUAL MATRIX SYSTEM
The new concept by Motiva is called the Multivisual
Matrix System. The underlying idea is to provide large,
bright images even when used in well -lit areas. For size,
previous exhibits used single large screens and wide angle
lenses. For brightness, light sources, including xenon lamps,
were made more powerful. Motiva uses rear projection,
which, in itself, can provide brighter images even in lit
rooms. However, for normal rear projection, throw distances behind the screen become very long with large
images. The projection distance is reduced by folding the
throw, and using front -surface mirrors.
For extra brightness, and to create fast -moving effects,
the concept incorporates individual cells, in which there
can be single or double carousel slide projectors. At the
audience side, the cell has an acrylic rear screen approximately 3 x 2 ft. in size. If there is only one projector, the
standard 2 in. lens is used with two mirrors. If there are
two, one projector has the straight lens; the other is fitted
with a standard 2 in. RP lens. This way, the optical axes
are separated by only 1'47' of arc, allowing perfect superimposition of lap and dissolve images, or two images on
the same screen at the same time. Since individual cells
can be placed in any configuration desired, the "screen"
can be made as large as desired in either a vertical or
horizontal direction, or curved concave or convex. The
depth of the cell, only 34 in., provides a hold -down system to lock the projectors in place once the registration
on the individual screen has been set. The space between

The Commander power amplifier

used for sound distribution. A
cassette player plays the audio
track and feeds cue signals from
the second track to activate the
programmer tape.

cells has been set at 3/4 in. so that separation between
screens is more visible and the impression of image movement is heightened and more effective.
To enhance the effect of individual modules, as they
are called, a method had to be developed to create separate images from a single source so that the total could
duplicate the original on a large scale. The devised system
is an optical matrix slide registration method which permits up to 49 images to be developed from a single 35mm
slide. Thus, a single slide can be enlarged to any size
without loss of light, since each section is projected with
the full power of the projector within the cell. Each unit
uses standard carousel lamps, without modification. However, the ENH lamp version is employed for longer life

STRAMP

THE

MPS-24

featuring 9 -band EQ --15dB per
channel, LED peakreading meters,
up to 24 -track recording.
Professional portable studio board.
The complete STRAMP line is now available
in the U.S. Write to us:

-STRAMP-

J. Colantonio,

6908 Lawton St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19128
STRAMP

PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION:

PETER STRUVEN GMBH

D -2000 HAMBURG

53

BORNHEIDE 19
CJ
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White dots on the screens indicate that slide

projectors are at zero positions.

and reduced relamping necessity. (No relamping process
has been standardized, since the lamps are rated at 100
hours and usually run longer due to efficient cooling
while in use through adequate venting of the module.
This capacity also permits replacement at the time of a
blowout.)
At the heart of the system is the unique concept that
the sound track should come first, and the images on the
screens should follow the sound, the reverse of the more
usual multi- screen exhibit. With this idea in mind, a new
programming method had to be developed, done off the
line, and in non -real time. This also was the opposite of
the method used with other types of slide presentation. A
multi -channel optical programmer made it possible to trigger changes of effects in any fashion desired. Using a
corresponding manual punch, a 3 in. Mylar and ropepaper tape is punched at leisure according to the effects
desired.
The tape is then "played" in a Photo Transistor Array
Optical Sensing Reader. The "tape" is started by a single
1
kHz pulse tone from the second track of a standard
1/4 in. audio tape. The high- torque synchronous motor
with electronically controlled dynamic braking pulls the
the tape through and effects take place as punched. When
the tape reads a stop punch, the tape is stopped instantly, and waits for the next pulse. In this way, less
punched tape is used during the program.

N
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REAL -TIME AND SPURT
It is this combination of real -time and spurt system
that allows separation of "what" from "when," and permits activation as rapid as 1/15 of a second, almost the
equivalent of the speed of a movie film. (Programming is
also possible in multiples of 1/16 on the tape, although
normal positioning is 1/15.) The programmer has a built in sensitivity meter controlled by a lockable potentiometer. Each projector control is individually adjustable. The
programming unit, a plastic box only 7 in. high, 9 in.
wide, and 17 in. deep, contains six integrated circuits:
three computer logic chips (two digital and one memory)
and three linear, and operates at 115 volts.
By prepunching programs to activate projectors, lights,
or other devices in sequences of 1/15 of a sec., precise
timing with music beats far superior to other methods is
possible. Effects can be achieved in rapid succession to
sound effects, voices, or even fast drum beats. Patterns

can be swept on and off the screens, or spirals of movement created, pictures can be created as single images over
the whole screen, in individual blocks, or in any pattern
desired, and can be brought on or wiped off in precise coordination with the sound.
Revolution utilizes a center screen made up of fifteen
cells (three high and five across) with the center row
extended horizontally to three more screens on each side
for a total of 21. Each module contains one projector,
with the center nine (three wide by three high) containing two slide units each, for a total of 30. The programmer unit has 42 channel capability. Over 1,500 slides are
used to provide the images for the show. Once the show
is over, the last pulse on the audio tape allows the
punched tape to run itself to its last stop cue. In this
space, cues have been put on the paper tape to get each
of the projectors back to zero for the beginning of another
showing. Each show is eighteen minutes long with about
three minutes between.
For sound, a single track is used with the speakers
located above the side screen array. A special "Cannon"
speaker is also used. A unique indication is even employed to show whether the projectors have all "homed."
Each of the slides in the zero slot has a dot or hole cut
through it. With every projector in the right slot, each
screen shows a dot in one corner; the screens with two
projectors show two dots, one larger (primary unit) and
one smaller (secondary projector).
Motiva Ltd. has developed many such shows with two
presently running simultaneously at New York's Museum
of Natural History. One is Winter in Central Park with
eighteen projectors and three screens, the other called
Options for the Hall of Gems with 24 projectors and 15
screens. Should you come to New York, you will find
the Museum of the City of New York and the Museum
of Natural History on almost directly opposite sides of
Central Park.
Through the use of the unique techniques developed
by Motiva, the Bicentennial exhibit of Revolution takes
on a completely novel effect of drama and history combined with new technology. The price at the City Museum
is the standard fee-free! You'll never get your history
entertainment at a better price. Shows are continuous
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and will continue through December, 1976. The museum also offers four floors of exhibits
to help you spend the day. But don't miss Revolution.
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JOHN WORAM and LARRY ZIDE

The 54th
AES Convention
and Exhibit
A recorder which practically slaps your hand

if you

make a mistake and a computerized fantasy mixer
are just part of the news unveiled in L.A.

held its 54th convention and equipment exhibit at the Los Angeles
Hilton, on May 4 -7. If you've been reading db for
awhile, you'll know that each year there are
three conventions; one in New York, one in Europe, and
one in Los Angeles. Some critics wonder why the audio
industry needs so many conventions. After all, what could
be so new in audio to require a show every few months?
So what's new? Plenty! No doubt it was just a coincidence, but it seems that just about every manufcturer
had something new to show off at this convention.
THE AUDIO ENGINEERING SOCIETY

AMPEX ATR -100
A month or two ago, Ampex introduced the MM -1200,
an updated version of their well -known MM -1100 multitrack recorder. So when the Ampex crew announced a
press party to show "something new," a lot of the audio
correspondents didn't get too excited, figuring they had
already seen the MM -1200.
Surprise! The "something new" is the ATR -100, a
is a complete departure
from Ampex's AG -440 series machine. A complete description would take an article all by itself, but here are
some of the details. (See FIGURES 1, 2, and 3.)
On the head assembly there is a four position speed
selector (33/4, 71/2, 15, 30 in /sec.) The electronics may
be equalized for any two speeds. If you've equalized the
machine for, say, 33/4 and 30 in /sec., and then try to
pay a tape at 15 in /sec. the machine won't start. A red
warning light comes on to tell you to either change
speeds or fix the equalization.
You don't have to worry about the pinch roller getting
dirty, because the machine doesn't have one. The tape
loops around an oversized capstan, and constant tension

Figure

1.

Checking out the new Ampex ATR -100.

quarter -or half -inch recorder that

Figure

2. The
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four channel, halt -inch Ampex ATR -100.

w
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is maintained by the supply and take up motors, which
are servo driven. In fact, the Ampex engineers demonstrated the machine's stability by mounting the reels off center and then playing a tape. It sounded fine, with no
detectable speed fluctuations at all.
From the Ampex press kit, here are some preliminary
specifications. The figures in parentheses are the equivalent AG-440 specs, for comparison.

Figure 3. This is just the servo card from the new
ATR -100.

Signal -to-noise
ratio @ 15 i.p.s.

60 dB (63) unweighted

Third harmonic
distortion at kHz

less than 0.3% @

Even order harmonic
dist. at 1 kHz

less than 0.1% @

Flutter and wow at

±-

1

370 nWb/m

370 nWb/m

0.03% (0.06% )

15 i.p.s.

250 milliseconds (300)

Start time

s
Figure

3M's new Selectake Il with an
M79 -24 -track in the background.
4.

The signal -to -noise comparison is even better than it
looks, since Ampex has changed its reference points. The
AG-440 figure is measured with respect to a record level
of 520 nWb /m, while the ATR -100 spec is referred to a
level of 1040 nWb /m. Since these reference levels represent a difference of 6 dB, there is actually an improvement of 12 dB in the signal -to -noise specification.
As to the "bottom line," here are some dollar comparisons for a two -track machine from various
manufacturers.
Ampex
Scully
3M
Ampex
Studer

AG -440C
284B
M79

ATR -100 -2
A80

$4,800
5,205
5,400
5,550
7,105

3M COMPANY

Figure

5. The

dbx K9 -22 ready to slip into

a

Dolby 361 unit.

Figure 6. The Telefunken Te /com will also be available
as a Dolby mainframe retrofit.

Figure

7.

The Neve -Necam system pictured at

a

quiet moment.

The 3M company didn't have a new machine to show,
but they do at last have a tape time locator -the Selectake II -that reads in minutes and hundredths (Ftouxs
4.) The earlier Selectake displayed revolutions of the
supply reel, which was not nearly as convenient as a real
time indication. The Selectake II has all the features
found on the typical state -of- the -art auto locator, plus
nine memory points, so you can enter various tape locations and then recall them simply by depressing a one
digit number on the keyboard. The Selectake II goes for
$1,700 when bought with a new machine, or at $1,900,
has a retrofit for the machine you already own. I imagine
3M will be deluged with orders for the Selectake II, because once you've done a session with such a device, it's
awfully hard to go back to the hunt and peck method.
NOISE REDUCTION
All sorts of things are happening in the noise reduction
department. A few years ago, Dolby packaged its noise
reduction electronics on a plug-in card, which they call
the cat -22 (i.e., catalog #22). Sixteen of the cards fit in
a Dolby M16 mainframe, and each Dolby 361 system
uses one cat -22 card. Then along came dbx with its rival
system that was neither physically nor electronically compatible with Dolby.
Well, now dbx opened a few eyes at the exhibit with
a plug -in card that fits directly into any Dolby mainframe.
It's still not electronically compatible, but you can quickly
switch from Dolby to dbx noise reduction just by changing cards. In either case, the alignment controls are
mounted on the cards, so you don't have to re- calibrate
every time you change over. This seems to put Dolby in
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closeup of the Compumix II keyboard.

Figure 8. The Quad-Eight console, as equipped with the
Compumix Ill automation system.

the enviable position of supplying the audio industry with
mainframes for both systems, as well as producing the
cat -22. The dbx pug -in card is known as the K9 -22 (!!!),
and sells for $250 per card. (See FIGURE 5.)
Just to keep things interesting, Telefunken says it plans
to market its own noise reduction system (FIGURE 6),
and Gotham Audio Corp. demonstrated a prototype at
their booth. By an odd coincidence, it too will plug di-

rectly into a Dolby mainframe, but is electronically compatible with neither the Dolby nor the dbx system. However, it incorporates some of the operational features of
both systems. That is, it divides the audio spectrum into
four bands (as does Dolby) but the companding action
is spread across the entire dynamic range (as in the dbx).

Figure 10. The Sound Workshop's

CONSOLE AUTOMATION
Neve ran continuous performances daily in their large
demonstration room, to show off the NECAM -Neve
Computer Assisted Mixer (FIGURE 7). NECAM uses
servo -driven faders that actually move up and down
when the computer is doing its thing. It sounds a bit like
Rube Goldberg until you think about it. The moving
faders give a graphic indication of what's going on at all
times, and they are touch -sensitive. So, to update a mix down, you just lightly touch the fader that needs changing.
This disables the fader servo, and level changes may now
be made manually; these are stored in the computer as
update information. When the fader is released, its computer- driven servo resumes control.
Faders may be arranged in sub -groups by depressing
the "group" button on the computer keyboard. An alphanumeric display reads "Please touch required faders." The
faders to be put in a sub -group are then touched one at
a time, and the group button is once again depressed.
Now, the faders that were touched all move together when
you move any one of them.
The computer also runs your tape recorder for you.
When you go searching for a particular section or take,
the computer notes the position of the tape and then
goes off into fast forward or rewind. After a very short
interval, the tape lifter closes for a fraction of a second
just long enough for the computer to find out where the
tape is. IT compares the new location with the old one
and computes the additional time that will be required to
get to the desired location. And all this happens faster
then I described it! NECAM also thoughtfully drops the
faders so you don't blow out your tweeters along the way.
Quad Eight had its automated console set up, too
(FIGURES 8 and 9). Like the Neve, it uses a keyboard
to enter instructions. However, the visual read -out is in
the form of a large color video screen, as seen in our
photo. Both the Neve and the Quad Eight systems re-

-

12 -in, 4 -out

console.

Figure 11. Electro- Voice's
wireless microphone system's
transmitter and receiver.

Figure 12. The Bogen lineup of equipment uses Tech craft as a new trade name.

Figure

13. The Yamaha PM -1000
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being put through its paces.

Figure 14. The complete array of Pioneer equipment as
it was shown.

quire one track on the multi-track tape recorder for an
SMPTE time code, with all mixing instructions stored on
a floppy disc in the computed package. Both systems allow
electronic editing. For example, you can get on the keyboard and tell the computer to play back the first part of
Take 3, the middle of Take 7, and the end of Take 1.
The computer then plays back a composite mix, and if
you like it, you just tell the keyboard to store it. This
gives a whole new dimension to "We'll fix it in the mix."
Since these little toys are not exactly off -the -shelf items,
prices vary considerably, depending on your requirements.
Typical NECAM price tags range between $50,000 and
$60,000. Of course, you'll want a console too, and that's
extra.
New automated consoles or equipment also come from
API and Allison (now marketing separate and independent systems). While both companies had booths, neither
showed their systems. We'll have details on them in a
future issue.
If that's not all quite what you had in mind, Sound
Workshop had a 12-in/ 4 -out console at their booth for
less than $3,000 (FIGURE 10.) Last convention, they introduced a very nice spring reverberation system for
$375, and this time they showed up with a $500 vocal
doubler, in addition to the console. They specialize in setting up complete budget studios for the semi -pro with
more enthusiasm than cash.
J. W.
s
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Figure 15. Technics' graphic equalizer on the right, a
new stereo preamp control center at left.

Dolby Cinema system is flanked by Dagmar Dolby
and the newest Dolby, Thomas.
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Tom Hay demonstrates MCI's latest, now at Sound 80
in Minneapolis.
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No question about it, the Ampex ATR-100 attracted a
lot of attention at the show, and John Woram has just
skimmed the highlights of this unit. Let's just say that
its introduction portends a lot of change for the tape recording industry. At the least, it sets new standards for
performance-subjects we'll cover in a future issue.
This particular convention was characterized by more
new equipment than I've seen introduced at previous
shows. It's my purpose to cover the highlights of some
of these features.
The exhibitions were displayed in three main areas.
The principal section had conventional booths arranged
in the ballrooms of the L. A. Hilton, the host hotel.
Several rooms off to the side of the main exhibition
halls were given over to individual exhibits by manufacturers who wanted to demonstrate as well as show.
Electro -Voice occupied a large room in which it presented its traditional medicine show with Bill Raventos
talking about mics and speakers most ably. At center
stage among their product exhibits, we picture in FIGURE
11 the new wireless mic systems they are introducing.
Tascam occupied another of the rooms and filled it
with their now large line of TEAC -Tascam tape decks,
small and large mixers, and the latest version of the
basic console they pioneered. A highlight was the first
tape deck with built -in dbx noise reduction. (See FIGURE
18.)
Do you remember the name Bogen? They've come
back into pro audio with a strong line of professional
sound reinforcement equipment, mixers, equalizers, pre amps, and power amplifiers, as shown in FIGURE 12.
Yamaha's division which makes sound reinforcement
console mixers occupied a demo room in which most of
their new units were operating (FIGURE 13). In addition,
they showed and demonstrated advanced power amplifiers
and speaker systems.
Two companies well known in the consumer audio
field are expanding into pro audio, and both had demo
rooms. Pioneer showed its tape decks, a speaker system
for disco use. (Does that mean that it can be played very
loudly ?) and assorted other (basically hi -fi) equipment,
pictured in FIGURE 14.
Panasonic has some new equipment in their high -end

consumer audio Technics line. Model SP-10B is a definitely professional broadcast station turntable, and a new
graphic equalizer also got a lot of attention from visitors
(FIGURE 15). Panasonic did not actually have a demo
room, but was one of the main hall exhibitors.
I don't need to go into the attention the Neve -Necam
automated console system received. John Woram has
already touched on it. I just wanted to comment that
their demo room was always filled with people eager to
get their hands on the system. The same can also be said
of the Quad Eight system, where a pretty (and informative) color art display told what the Compumix system
is doing.
I don't want to slight other demo room occupants, but
in the rush of the show I didn't get more than cursory
glances into their rooms. I did manage to see some new
equipment in the Bozak room, including a time display
unit and a new disco loudspeaker system.
JBL also had a demo room in which their large line
of amplifiers and speakers were in constant (and loud)
demonstration. They too, drew crowds of listeners.
UPSTAIRS
On the fourth floor, a number of exhibitors also held
forth with demo rooms. Ampex had one in which several ATR -100's were shown. One was connected to an
array of sophisticaed test gear, which proved its performance claims.
dbx showed its usual wares; the topic of interest was
definitely the K9 -22 card. The unit shown was a prototype, with production models promised shortly, at average
prices of $250 per card. As John has already explained,
this card is a conversion retrofit to a Dolby A mainframe.
One room that was very interesting was manned by
Bob Berkovitz of Acoustic Research. An AR- developed
multi -channel digital delay system was used to feed sixteen channels of speakers around the room. The re -creation of a true hall ambience was quite impressive-better
than I've heard it from four -channel records, in fact. AR
insisted that this was strictly a research project being
demonstrated and that no commercial product was corning from it, at least not imminently.
There was a clear implication given to me that there
will be a simplfied (perhaps requiring only four channels) system that will nearly duplicate the uncanny realism created by the sixteen channels on demo.
Another room on the fourth floor was occupied by
AKG with mics and reverb units on display. Emilar,
with heavy duty sound reinforcement systems was at
the other end of the hall from Spider- Peavey with its line
of super sound reinforcement equipment. Infonics held
forth with its extensive line of tape duplication systems;
Audio Dynamics Corp. showed a new turntable system
that can be programmed to play any band on a disc and
in any order. Rauland -Borg was another company with
sophisticated sound reinforcement equipment. Sennheiser
had their mics, as well as an infra -red headphone transmission system with stereo capability. Finally, Sansui was
demonstrating (as expected) the latest QS capabilities.
and also had their new broadcast a.m. stereo system on
demonstration. It sounded very good.
It was quite a show. Incomplete attendance figures
seem to put the number well over 4,000 attendees; it was
also noted that there were a large number of students.
Students do grow up into workers, after all, so I'd call
this convention easily the best attended, best exhibited,
and perhaps even best organized that AES has put together. Can New York top it in October? We'll see..

Mike Colchimaro of Sound Workshop demonstrates
their line of budget gear. That's TEAC'S 8018 with
dbx at his right.

Otari has come up with the MX- 5050 -8. an
deck using half -inch tape.

8 -track

The new generation from Lexicon is the model 102
stereo Delta -T digital delay.

Amber is now producing this combined multi-purpose
generator and analyzer, model 4400 audio test set.
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WALTER G. JUNG

The Signal Path: II
Sine Wave Oscillators
Sinusoidal oscillators come in various forms, producing a
variety of configurations, according to need.

A PREVIOUS Signal Path article I examined some
techniques for signal sources using waveform generators which produce triangle, square, sawtooth,
pulse, and sine waves. This time we take a look at
methods for generating higher purity sine waves, both
rudimentary and state -of- the -art in quality.
There are a seemingly endless variety of ways one can
configure circuits to produce sine waves.1 Seen from afar,
one can easily wonder why are there so many of them
that is, what distinguishes them in terms of performance.
The best general answer to that question would depend on
what is expected out of the circuit, what you want
it to do for you, how well you want it to perform, how
complicated, how easy to reproduce or manufacture, how
stable, how expensive, and so on. As performance levels
increase, so do parts count and cost, although, it is not
always true that cost increases linearly with performance.
Good design techniques which take advantage of modern high performance devices can really hold cost down
while wringing a lot of performance from an i.c. or two.
So, this article will attempt to discuss a bag of tricks useful in oscillators of various complexities and quality.
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-

WIEN BRIDGE OSCILLATORS
One of the first types of sine wave oscillators to pop up
is the family (and there are many members, believe me)
based on a Wien network. Or, as it is more popularly
known in oscillator form, the Wien bridge oscillator. For
starters, a single example is shown in FIGURE 1.
In operation, the Wien network, consisting of RI -C1
and R2-C2 provides positive feedback from the amplifier

i°

This is the second of a series of articles on the Signal
Path, as followed by Walter G. Jung.
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Lamp stabilized Wien-bridge oscillator.

output back to the plus input terminal. This feedback
will occur with zero phase shift at a frequency where
the time constant R1 -C1 is equal to that of R2 -C2. This
is the basis of the Wien network used as a filter. Note
that the values of R1 -R2 and C1 -C2 need not be equal,
if their time constants are equal. For simplicity "s sake
however, RI is normally set equal to R2, and Cl-C2. With
this arrangement, resonance occurs at a frequency fo
which is simply
1

fO

2irRC

where R and C are the values of R1 (R2) and Cl (C2).
As this frequency, the attenuation of the network will be
3/1; that is, one -third of the output is fed back to the
plus input. Therefore, oscillations will be sustained if the
amplifier gain is 3 to 1 or more (the value required to
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Figure 2. Zener stabilized Wien- bridge oscillator.
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make up for the network's loss). Here lies the key to a
successful and undistorted sine wave oscillator -getting
the gain of the amplifier just right.
Gain must be precisely held equal to the Wien network's loss, for if it is too low the oscillator will never
start, if too high it will build up until clipping occurs.
Any practical oscillator of this type must incorporate
some means of stabilizing the output by dynamically
changing the amplifier's gain. Many means exist of doing
this (for various reasons, as we'll see) but the example
shown here uses the non -linear resistance of lamp LI.
Since incandescent lamps have the property of increasing resistance with applied voltage, an increase in output voltage will be counteracted by a rise in LI's resistance, which lowers gain. Conversely, output which
tends to decrease will be stabilized by a decrease in L1's
resistance (an increase in gain). The net result is an output sine wave which is stable at a level where L1's resistance is half R3's nominal value.
What are the keys to making the circuit work up to
its capability? The lamps specified are 10V, 14mA models, but will typically exhibit variance in impedance. So,
you will probably find it desirable to trim R3 to adjust
the output to ±10V. You cannot make it work properly
below the natural thermal time constant of the lamp.
This allows use down through the audio range, but not
at 1 Hz, for instance. Also, since stabilization is inherently acquired by thermal means, the lamp is sensitive to
temperature (and also shock). The main virtue of this
circuit is its simplicity; it will work just as shown without
tweaking or coddling, with a thd content of 0.25 per cent
or less.
Considerations should also be given to the op amp used
and the Wien components (these comments will apply
to many of the circuits which follow, also). The 318
shown is an excellent audio range choice and has no limitations, except for its input currents which will place an
upper range on R1 (and R2) values of about 100 k or so.
741s, including 741 dual and quad derivation, will function up to a few kHz, but are best used below 1 kHz.
The 356 is also a good choice, and since it is an f.e.t. input
unit, allows use of resistances up to hundreds of megohms if desired. Supply voltages for the op amp are
±15V and should be rf-bypassed at the socket, especially
with wider bandwidth units like the 318.
Don't skimp on the quality of the Wien network and
you will be rewarded by trouble-free service. Stick to
poly- styrene and /or poly- carbonate caps if possible, and
stable low t.c. resistors. Both should match as well as

* *TABLE
RANGE
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RI,R2

20 -200 Hz
200Hz -2kHz

20 MEG

-20 kHz
20 -200 kHz

200 K
20K

2

Figure
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40-400pF

Battery operated Wien- Bridge oscillator.

practical, I per cent or better preferred. If R1 -R2 are
used for tuning, the dual pot sections should track well.
And, if high impedance components are used, shield the
network to reduce noise pickup. Tuning may be via R1R2 or C1 -C2 with, the other component pair switch selected for range in decade steps.
ZENER STABILIZED WIEN BRIDGE
A version of the Wien bridge which is quite similar,
differing only in its form of amplitude control, is shown
in FIGURE 2. This one uses zener diodes as soft limiters
to control output amplitude. As the Wien network and
amplifier considerations here are similar to that of FIGURE
2, the discussion will will be limited to the stabilization

method.
In this circuit, a pair of 4.7V diodes are connected
back -to -back as a symmetrical clipper. The advantage of
zeners is that they do not have a limiting time constant
and there is no theoretical lower limit on frequency of
operation. Also, they are smaller, lighter, and easier to
get your hands on than miniature lamps. The R4 -R3 ratio is set at 3.2, a value greater than 3, which ensures
starting of the oscillator by regeneration.
Once oscillations build up to a level where the zener
threshholds are exceeded, stabilization occurs by reduction of the net gain to 3. For a ±10V output, RS and
R6 reduce the level fed back to the zeners to scale their
clipping level upward. Although the clipping process is
inherently more non -linear than a lamp, thd is still reasonable, at 0.8 per cent. Best operation will be realized
with matched diodes, such as i.c. transistor E -B junctions.2 If a pair of diodes can be selected for low thermal
conductivity, the stage will be temperature -compensated
also.
Quite often, a portable, battery- operated signal source
is a handy device to have around a studio or workbench.
Battery operation for low output levels is entirely feasible,
as illustrated in FIGURE 3.
This circuit is a modification of FIGURE 2, using gen-
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Figure 4. Low distortion f.e.t. stabilized Wien- bridge oscillator.
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eral purpose diodes for amplitude control. In general impedances are scaled upward to minimize power waste.
and a low voltage fet input op amp is used. This allows
operation from 6V batteries, and the low op amp input
current allows R1 -R2 values up to 20 megs (or more), a
factor which allows a dual 400 pF miniature tuning capacitor to be used for Cl -C2. If C1 -C2 are padded for a
40-400 pF tuning range, R1 -R2 can be switched, selected to cover a 3 or more decade range (see TABLE I
for details).
Output is set at approximately +4 dBm by R5 (which
may be trimmed if desired). Distortion is slightly higher
than the zener version, measuring 0.9 per cent. The circuit may be used at higher supply voltages also, such as
±9V or -±15V, if higher voltage op amps are used, such
as the 356 or 8007, both fet types.
A circuit which improves considerably on the performance of the previously described "passively stabilized"
Wien bridge oscillators is shown in FIGURE 4. This is a
Wien bridge circuit with active automatic gain control,
which is provided by Q1, an fet. Here the variable channel resistance of the fet is used to control the gain of
the amplifier about its nominal value of 3.
There are several keys to making the circuit work well
in this form. You may note that feedback resistors R3
and R4 are specified as close tolerance types with a ratio
only slightly more than 2/1. The actual gain will be determined by the R3 resistance, plus that of Ql in relation to that of R4. It is desired that this ratio be very
close to (but in excess), of 2/1. The actual gain will be
determined by the R3 resistance, plus that of Q1 in relation to that of R4. It is desired that this ratio be very
close to (but in excess) of 2/1. It must be in excess to
ensure starting, but the closer it is to 2/1, the less the
channel resistance of Q1 need be varied. You may also
note that Q1's nominal resistance of 100 ohms is a very
small percentage of R3, so it provides only minimal correction. This ensures a low p -p voltage across Q1, a factor necessary for lowest distortion. The close tolerances
specified for R3 -R4 may be dispensed with if a 2 k or so
rheostat is inserted in series with R4, and adjusted for
positive startup with lowest distortion. Alternately, R3-

Figure

5.

Quadrature (sine /cosine) oscillator.

R4 may be a 10k /22k pair, at the expense of higher dis-

tortion.
Local feedback around Q1, provided by R5 -R6, lowers
its contribution to distortion even further. Output distortion is considerably below a figure of 0.1 per cent due to
these measures. At lower frequencies, integrator capacitor
C3 should be increased in proportion, to maintain lowest
distortion.
D.c. bias for Q1 is provided by from the integrator, A2.
The high d.c. gain of this stage automatically compensates for unit -to -unit bias variations of Ql. The output is
rectified by D2, and compared against the -15 V supply
as a reference. R7 may be adjusted to scale the output,
if desired.
The op amp used is a new Harris unit, the 2655, a
dual, 8 MHz bandwidth device with a 5V /µ5 slew rate.
This is the best current choice in a single package dual.
Lower performance alternates are the Raytheon 4558,
and the standard 1458, a dual 741 type. All are pin -compatible.
Having discussed four different variations on Wien
bridge oscillators and their ramifications, we've hardly
begun to scratch the surface of Wien bridge variations.
The Wien bridge is the most widely used and versatile
type
good combination of simplicity and performance.
Other types, as we'll now see, sometimes sacrifice a feature to achieve another objective.
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QUADRATURE OSCILLATOR (SINE /COSINE)
FIGURE 5 illustrates an oscillator featuring two outputs which differ in phase by 90 degrees. Thus, it is called
a quadrature, or sine /cosine oscillator. The main reason
for using this oscillator is the fixed phase difference; it is
quite cumbersome to tune because of the three time constants involved. Because of these three time constants, it

requires closer tolerances for best performance.
The circuit consists of a regenerative loop consisting
of a conventional integrator A2, and a non -inverting
double integrator, Al. The three time constants are
R1 -CI, R2 -C2 and R3 -C3. R1 -C1 provide 45 degrees
of phase shift, as do R2 -C2 and Al. An additional 270
degrees of phase shift through A2 (and R3 -C3) provide
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Three -phase oscillator.

the 360 degrees (or in- phase) condition around the loop
necessary to sustain oscillation.
As illustrated previously, a zener clamping network is
used to stabilize the output level at A2. R5 and R6 adjust output, and the values shown yield ±10 V. Limiting
such as this does introduce some distortion at the cosine
output, but because of the further filtering at the sine
output, distortion here is lowered. With close tolerance
components, thd of considerably less than
per cent is
possible.
In the example shown, which operates at 100 Hz, a
1458, as indicated, is adequate for good performance.
1

THREE -PHASE OSCILLATOR
As may be already obvious from above, multi -phase
oscillators of virtually any arbitrary phase angle may be
implemented. using op amps in phase shift stages with
defined gain(s). The necessary condition for oscillation
is net feedback in phase, and a gain of one or more at
the frequency where the phase shift is zero. Exactly how
you partition the phase shift(s) is really not limited to
any great extent, at least not in theory.
An example is the three -phase oscillator showing FIGURE 6, which divides the total 360 degree phase shift requirement equally between three similar stages. In a
sense, this one is reminiscent of the familiar phase shift
oscillator, one main difference being that it delivers three
buffered outputs in a wye configuration (balanced to

ground).
This particular example splits the phase shift equally
between stages Al, A2 and A3, or a phase shift per stage
of -240 degrees. The total phase accumulation is then
720 degrees (or equivalent to an in -phase condition).
Each stage is also designed for an input /output transfer
gain of unity, making all three outputs equal in amplitude.
To ensure startup, the input resistor to one stage (A3)
is lowered 10 per cent to give it initial gain > 1. Then.
after oscillatory buildup, the zener network reduces gain
and stabilizes the output at the desired level.
A big virtue of this type of oscillator is the large reduction in distortion due to filtering of two stages. For
example, although distortion at the ¢c output is about
0.5 per cent due to limiting, this is reduced to well below
0.1 per cent at the ¢B output. This can be improved even
further if desired by using an active AGC network in series with R6 for amplitude control (similar to FIGURE 4).

Frequency of operation is set by three r-c networks,
R2 -C2, and R3 -C3. To retain the 120 degree
phase difference, all time constants must be modified
simultaneously when scaling, frequency wise. Hence this
is not an easily tunable oscillator, unless a 3 -gang capacitor is used (with good tracking). Resistors R4, RS, and
R6 set the gain and should remain fixed. Stability and
accuracy of components is even more important in this
oscillator, since all those mentioned have a bearing on
performance. Given proper ingredients, this oscillator is
capable of precision performance with output thd of 0.01
per cent or better.
A quad device is an excellent choice for the op amp
here, a 4136 as shown, or the Raytheon 4137, the Harris
4741, or the Exar 4212, all wideband quad units which
will perform well at audio frequencies.
R1 -Cl,

STATE -VARIABLE -FILTER OSCILLATORS
At this point, your appetite may be whetted for a
more highly developed form of multi -phase oscillator
which takes advantage of multiple stage filtering and
high Q operation. The next two circuits discussed refer to
just such an oscillator, in two different forms.
FIGURE 7 shows an oscillator circuit based on the state
variable filter, an active filter configuration which is capable of extremely high Q with excellent stability. It also
happens to be one which is easily tuned and programmed;
therefore circuits of this type are readily adapted to automated control. In this circuit, the state variable filter itself
consists of Al, A2, A3 and their associated elements. A4.
Q1 -Q2 and R8 -R9 are added to provide a positive
feedback path with amplitude stabilization.
This oscillator is different from the above previous
types in that the zener amplitude control is not a soft
limiter; it actually truncates the sine wave at A2's output, through the use of A4 and zener diodes Q1 -Q2. The
resulting squared waveform is well limited in amplitude,
as applied to R7. A constant amplitude square wave fed
into a bandpass filter will result in a very stable output
sine wave amplitude. With sufficiently high Q in the
filter, the square wave harmonics can be removed, with
low resulting thd. This circuit is capable of thd well below 0.1 per cent, with short term amplitude stability of
0.05 per cent or less.
Of course, as with the previous circuits, performance
actually realized will be dependent upon the quality of
the components used. Tuning components are obviously
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important, namely RI -C1 and R2 -C2. If the excellent
amplitude stability mentioned is desired, the remaining
resistors should be close tolerance, low t.c. units. The
op amps used should be wide bandwidth for this kind
of performance at frequencies above a few hundred
hertz. Quad units should be a 4136 or one of the others
mentioned, but even better performance can be realized
with 318s or 301As operated feedforward.
Three outputs are provided, phased as shown-two in
quadrature with the complement of the sine output as a
bonus. The sine output will be the lowest of the three
in terms of distortion, for previously mentioned reasons.
All are equal in amplitude.
Tuning, as in the Wien bridge oscillator, is accomplished by simultaneous (and tracked) variation. You
can add an additional control as in FIGURE 8, namely
RA and R1S. Here this linearly varied dual pot reduces
the per cent of signal applied to RI and R2, thus changing the frequency downward as RA (and RB) are reduced.
The shift can be calibrated linearly in terms of frequency
if care is taken that RI and R2 do not load the output of
RA-R8 excessively. C1 -C2 are then assigned as decade
range switches. The arrangement of RA and R14 may well
suggest an even further variation to many readers.

Figure 8. Tuning method
for state -variable -filter.

FET STABILIZED STATE- VARIABLE-FILTER
OSCILLATOR
As a final touch, FIGURE 9 illustrates an oscillator circuit which is capable of state -of- the -art performance in
terms of distortion. It is similar to the device shown in
FIGURE 7 in that it is based on the state variable filter,
but has a lower distortion form of automatic gain con-

trol.
The oscillator circuit itself is quite similar to the one
in FIGURE 7 except that a positive feedback path is
added, via R5. The positive feedback is greater than the
negative at switch on, which ensures startup. After oscillations start, automatic gain control voltage is developed
to drive Q1 off and balance the loop at a stable low distortion operating point. When operating properly, the at
the 0C output is on the order of 0.02 per cent, while the
0A and 014 outputs are even cleaner.
No selection of fets is necessary, due to the gain of
A4, which automatically adjusts to the required bias. If
desired, R7 can be trimmed to optimize distortion performance, but there is a tradeoff between lowest distortion and fastest settling.
A 4136 op amp is indicated as an inexpensive single
chip which will work as well as described above. Even
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better performance may be realized by using the wide
handwidth units mentioned for the FIGURE 7 circuit.
OUTPUT BUFFER STAGE
For the absolute highest performance from any of the
oscillators described, particularly the state variable versions, a buffer stage is desirable. A suitable circuit is
shown in FIGURE 10.
This circuit will drive a level of +26 dBm into 150
ohms with diminishing small distortion across the band,
because of its wide bandwidth. This is due to the 301A
in its feedforward mode, one which features a 30 MHz

gain- bandwidth. Wideband buffer transistors are also
used, and biasing to minimize parasitics. Bypass capacitors should be tantalum or other rf types. Short circuit
protection is provided by the 27 ohm emitter resistors.

PRODUCT SOURCES
Resistors: Allen Bradley type CC metal film resistors
Allen Bradley

(1 %)

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53204

Capacitors: KEMET F300 series film capacitors (to 0.5 %)
Kemet -Union Carbide
P.O. Box 5928
Greenville, S.C. 29606
Op Amps:

+

15

V

4212

Intersil

8007

10900 N. Tantau Avenue
Cupertino, Ca. 95014

R2

R1

Exar Integrated Systems
750 Palomar Avenue
Sunnyvale, Ca. 94086

OUTPUT

+26
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1508)
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Harris Semiconductor
P.O. Box 883
Melbourne, Fl. 32901

4741
2655

National Semiconductor
2900 Semiconductor Drive
Santa Clara, Ca. 95051

318, 356, 301A

Raytheon Semiconductor
350 Ellis Street
Santa Clara, Ca. 95051

4136,4137,4558

RCA

3130

Solid State Division
Route 202
Somerville, N,J. 08876

REFERENCES
1. Jung, Walter G. I.c. Op Amp Cookbook, Howard W.
Sams, 1974.

Figure

10.

High performance buffer /line driver.

2.

Ibid.
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WILLIAM S. NEWCOMB

Budget Sound
or
What About
the Garage?

Baron von Hauiman, trademark of
Baron Records and official announcer
of all visitors.

Architectural improvisation, good basic equipment, and a
lot of skill keep quality up and prices down in the offbeat
garage studio.
Budget studio? Marginal quality
studio? It doesn't necessarily have to be all
true.
Garage studio. Why not? Looks need not
be a criterion for good sound. My garage studio would
not be classed as a beautiful studio, though I don't consider it the ugliest one either!
The Altec A -7, 500 playback speakers are covered by
draperies, the walls and ceilings are lined with egg crates,
and I have black light mood lighting when required, making all the egg crates glow in different colors, as do the
black light paintings. Near the ceiling, at the opposite end
of the studio from the Altecs, are mounted four 12 in.
electro- magnetic speakers, also covered by draperies. This
is a spare bank of speakers used for multi -purposes. Sometimes they fill the "hole in the middle" of stereo. Other
times they are the rear of 'quad. Still other times, for those
who cannot handle headphones for vocal overlays, they
are used to "boom" the music tracks over their heads.
The Hammond X -77 organ, and Deagan four octave
marimba add a touch of class. An old upright piano
serves my needs, and I have an Arp Odyssey music synthesizer, and an Atkins musical saw. I'll bet the biggies
don't supply that latter instrument!
ARAGE STUDIO?

William Newcomb is the proprietor of Newcomb
Recording Studio in Richmond, California.

A

closeup of the main equipment rack and the disc lathe.

CONSTRUCTION
Construction? The two -car garage is of heavy stucco
and wood construction, with the two garage doors still remaining. The inside of the door area was studded in, and
three inch fiber glass insulation was installed on all walls
and ceiling. Then three -quarter inch sheet -rock was applied to the inside walls. The egg crates were painted with
fluorescent paint, then glued to the surfaces of the sheet rock.
Each egg crate was positioned at a 90 degree orientation to the adjacent one, so that, sighting down the row,
the valleys in one egg crate would line up with the humps

in the next egg crate. Thus, any travelling waves taking a
trip along the walls or ceiling would be broken up, and
their trip would be a difficult one. A small item, 'tis true,
but it proved to be a very dead studio in the end. But
then again, a garage studio is what it is, because of lack of
funds. Therefore, every small detail becomes important if
good sound is to be realized. The concrete floor is covered
with indoor-outdoor-type carpet squares that have a onequarter inch rubber padding. The studio measurements are
18 x 20 ft.
I am fortunate that there exists a seven foot breezeway
between the studio and the control room. The breezeway
is closed in on one end, and a sloping corrugated plastic
roof has been installed from the house to the garage. The
other end is fenced, but open. I hope one day to close in
that end also. Then the breezeway could become vocal
quarters, or any other usage that would require more separation from the happenings in the studio,.
The exterior of the house is also stucco, but unlike present day stucco, this is practically pure concrete. Therefore, the two stucco walls, plus the seven foot separation,
gives excellent sound separation between the studio and
the control room, with very little bass leak -through from a
wailing rock band.
The ten mic lines, two hi -level lines, recording indicating lights, and playback speaker lines all run across the
breezeway, over the entrance door, and through the wall
into the control room.
The control room measures 13 x 35 ft. and was the
old "rumpus room," in the house proper.

Far left, disc lathe; in the equipment rack top, four
meters with hot stylus control; center meter, a.c.
control; bottom panels, four power amps. Above the
rack, a monitor speaker; below the patchbay, the
home -brew compressor. Also, 'scope for positioning,
Sony two- track, G.E. am /fm tuner, Newcomb tape deck.

THE BUDGET ANGLE
Budget studio? Of course. We have to be. We don't
have all the name brands like Ampex, 3M, Telefunken,
UREI, Neve, Spectra -Sonics, etc.

To the customer who feels that unless you have these
name items, the sound cannot possibly be good -well, he
goes elsewhere. I am glad that he does, for no matter how
good a job you do, he's going to be dissatisfied. I had
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*INTEGRATED MODULAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO COMPONENTS
A

complete line of Modular Plug -in Card Amplifiers, engineered to meet professional
audio requirements... in recording, broadcast and sound consoles and systems.

The Preamplifiers...

The Line Amplifiers...

AM -27 Microphone Preamp.
129dBm E.I.N.)
AT -27 NAB Tape Equalized
AP -27 RIAA Phono Equalized

AL -27A Bridging Line, Summing
& Differential Input

(-

FEATURING

MAP
AUDIO OPERATIONAL
AMPLIFIERS

Configurations

ABL -27 Bridging Line Amplifier
All with 6004 output transformers inc uded!

NEW Model 4820

NEW Model 4100 VCA
(Voltage Controlled Amplifier)

ri".

Distribution Amplifier
8 600B Outputs @ +20dBm

Balanced Bridging (Differential)
Input
& Outputs
p
p
80 dB Isolation between Outputs
and Output to Input

=
-.

,

;

El

+30dB Gain, -100dB Attenuation
-98dBm Output Noise
0.05% Distortion (Typ)

Featuring MAP 5100 VCA Module!

Plus... A full line of accessories
Model PM -40A
Power Module

PPI -27 Peak

Indicator Card

MF -17 Mounting Frame
PD -100C ±15VDC @ 100mA
PD -200C ±15VDC @ 200mA
7000 (PD -4) 14 -16VDC
@ 4A

into 4f2 load
Balanced Differential Input
15 Watts RMS

t

For spec's and prompt applications assistance call or write Rick Belmont

MOCoULAR

7717V,

MEW

AUDIO PRODUCTS, Inc.
A UNIT OF MODULAR DEVICES. INC.
Airport International Plaza, Bohemia, N.Y. 11716 (516) 567-9620

1385 Lakeland Ave.,

Circle 44 on Reader Service Card
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Also be sure to ask about our Equalizers,
Console Modules, and Complete
Console and System Packages ...
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view down the console.

one such customer who decided he'd try me anyway. He
was not satisfied. He had to have name brands after all,
in order to be good. He went to one of the surrounding
"biggies." He compared both tapes. He compared both
prices. He returned to me stating that he could not hear
any difference in sound, and he liked my atmosphere better! It did my ego good.
Now, we have established that in general, by its very
nature, a garage studio must also be a budget studio, but,
must it necessarily be a marginal quality studio? I don't
think so. I cannot of course, speak for the other garage
studios around, wherever they are, but I can speak for
this particular studio. Hopefully, some of the other garage studios will come forth at a later date, and give
their experiences.
But then, why are they "hiding "? Why do they not
advertise? It could be that they have all the business they
seek. Perhaps some are "moonlighting" without a city
business license. Who knows?
My garage studio has been licensed since 1942, has
been listed in the Billboard Directory for the past several
years, yet I have never advertised. People find me through
word-of- mouth. Satisfied customers.
I work elsewhere during the days, and have only the
evening hours to devote to recording; thus my time is
limited. I have enough business for my limited time.
I stem from the `old school," long before tape, when
everything I did went directly on the disc. The band had to
know its material; the disc did not accomodate mistakes!
The band had to be together, as there was no "tracking."
The band had to blend its own sound, for you didn't mic
every instrument. Mics in those days were not used to
pick up instruments, they were used to pick up a blend of
sound, created by the band. The studio acoustics then,
were very important to a "one -mic" pickup, with a solo
mic for the vocalist. The level -balancing portion of a session was far more important then, than the actual "take."
The engineer was under far greater stress, for there was
no "rewinding," and let's do it again! At least, not cheaply.
Then came wire as a recording medium. Great! Now
we could erase our errors. Then came tape. Much better
response. My studio thus grew like Topsy.
No, I don't have a super board, just "home brew," as
can be seen from the photographs. My patch panel is
probably as big as the one at Columbia -Coast, and I definitely can patch anything to anything!

E;
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The patch bay with the compressor below.

With the exception of the mic lines themselves, absolutely all equipment input and outputs are available on
the patch bay. Any piece of equipment can be bypassed,
or inserted further down the line, if required. In case of a
power amp failure, it can be patched out and a substitute
amp patched in, and the session keeps rollin' along.
They are all normalled, so that no patch cords need he
used for normal operations.
GOOD EQUIPMENT PLUS KNOW -HOW
The studio mics consist of two Electro-Voice Soundspots,
four Sony condenser mics, one Shure 556 cardioid, one
Shure gradient ribbon, two E -V RE -15s, and some others
of perhaps antique vintage, but good. How the acoustic
guitarists love the mellowness and richness of the old
RCA 44!
To clarify my technical thinking for a moment, I firmly
believe that if an engineer knows each piece of equipment, and exactly what it will do, and exactly how far it
can be pushed, then a good quality of sound can be
achieved with good equipment, though it may not necessarily be name equipment. To me, that's the whole ball
of wax-know your equipment! While many sunrises have
set, I continue to learn.
Meanwhile, back at the control room, the mics are
all run balanced low impedance, directly to the mixers,
which accommodate six mics for the left, and six for the
right, with or without reverb. Treble and bass equalization
is provided if needed.

The mixer is normalled, (through the patch bay) to the
input of the Advent Frequency Balance Control, (stereo).
This output is normalled to the input of the Advent two
channel Dolby-B system, and from there to the input of
the Sony tape recorder, which is 15 in /sec speed, twotrack, logic motion controlled, with 0.04 per cent wow and
flutter.
The output of this machine is normalled to the playback section of the Dolby, and from there to the monitor
amplifiers, which are also the studio playback amps. There
are four of these tube -type amps, at 70 watts continuous
each, with 0.25 per cent distortion at full output, from 5
Hz to 100,000 Hz. One of these amps also serves to drive
the disc cutter head.
The playback system for discs comprises the Shure
Track -Two cartridge, with a Rek -O -Kut belt-driven turntable, and a Rek -O -Kut transcription arm for minimum

tracking error on normal records. I still like, on occasion,
to play some of my old 16 in. transcriptions.
The Shure cartridge's being of rather low output necessitated that I build a f.e.t. preamp to get the level up to
approximately 11 mV to accommodate a normal magnetic
cartridge input on my H. H. Scott pre -amp equalizers.
These units are then patched to the inputs of the power
amps, and onto either the control room monitors, or the
Altecs in the studio, and/or both.
The disc lathe is a Rek- O -Kut, with overhead spiralling
feed, and a Presto 1 -D cutter, to which I added a home brew hot stylus assembly to be suitable for microgroove
work, though it is strictly mono. I use 120 Ipi for normal
45 rpm discs, and 240 Ipi for 33 fps, giving me a full 15
minutes on each side of a 10 in. Ip.
I have a Newcomb quarter -track stereo deck when
needed, and a Sony 4 -track (quad) to which I added Selsync. This unit has logic motion control, and 0.04 per
cent wow /flutter. A Hewlett- Packard wow /flutter meter
was borrowed, and it substantiated that Sony's specifications were conservative.
For back -up units and special effects, I have a Berlant
custom deck, two Concertone decks (1- track), one Concertone two -track at 15 in /sec speed, and one Concertone
quarter- track. (The old Webcor model 80 wire recorder
is not used any more, but I won't part with it.)
The control room monitors are 15 in. Jensens, plus external Electro-Voice tweeters, mounted in bass reflex
boxes, that they now call "ported." These four monitors,
with the aid of the patch bay, can be used, either any one
or all together for mono, any two or all four diagonally
for stereo, or for quad.
A 15 in. Altec speaker in a Karlson enclosure is used
for monitoring when cutting discs and can be patched in
any place. One of the studio Altecs is used for talkback.

ONE STOP SERVICE
I am a "One Stop & Shop"
commodate my customers. I
lishers, BMI, Scotte Records,
tributors, Scotte Promotions,
ics. I can handle a customer

budget studio, to better achave Fishbowl Music PubBaron Records, Scotte Disand Newcomb Photograph from start to finish, all un-

der one roof.
There are however, some things that have never changed
through the years. Distortion is still distortion. Wow and
flutter is the same old wow and flutter. Frequency response is still frequency response, and noise is still noise,
no matter how you look at it.
By using reasonable equipment, with judicious operating
practice, there is no need for a garage studio to put out
marginal quality.
I've been privileged to have one of today's "million
seller" artists taping practice sessions here. He stated that
regarding my sound, I didn't have to hang my head one
bit, and studio -wise, he felt more comfortable here, than
at the biggies. My ego doth rise.
On another occasion, I had a 63 piece choir, plus piano
player and lead vocalist in my little garage. Agreed, it was
a tight fit. After setting levels, and a trial run, we taped
the first selection, and played it back in the studio. I was
busy with rewinding and other usual chores of a session,
but I kept hearing off in the distance, something sounding like applause. I checked all my equipment, and nothing else was running. Then I looked up and out to the
studio. All 63 members of the choir had turned around,
and were facing the control room windows, applauding
me! It was a soul- stirring moment that I have never forgotten. It still makes me proud that I'm just a little Garage
Studio, with perhaps, just a little better than "marginally
acceptable quality."

You oughts haves

your head examined.
And your pinchwheel
inspected.
And your clutch and
brake checked.
In fact, if you depend
on your Nagra for your
living, a periodic check -up
with Jerry Ozment (The
Nagra Specialist) will bring
every gear and gizmo
under his scrutiny.

Jerry has lived and

breathed Nagras for the
past ten years as both a
repair technician and motion picture sound man.
His ability to modify
and adapt standard Nagras
to specific needs for
unusual situations is startling.

His repair skills have set
standard in professional
circles.
And, of course, all
modifications and repairs
are fully guaranteed by
Mobius Cine, Ltd., the
home of the Nagra
Specialist.
a

e Nag ra Specialist
at Mobius Cine Ltd.
7 East

47th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017 212 758 -3770
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ONE STOP
FOR ALL YOUR PROFESSIONAL

AUDIO REQUIREMENTS
BOTTOM LINE ORIENTED
F. T. C. BREWER CO.
P.O. Box 8057, Pensacola, Fla. 32505

Closing date is the fifteenth of the second month preceding the date of issue.
Send copies to: Classified Ad Dept.
db THE SOUND ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
1120 Old Country Road, Plainview, New York 11803

Corners, handles, audio hardware. Tapco
mixes and EQ's, Shure SM mics. Professional Audio gear at Big Savings. Catalog 50,-. Headtronix, Box 31012, Dallas 8, Texas 75231

Rates are 500 a word for commercial advertisements.
Employment offered or wanted ads are accepted at 250 per word.
Frequency discounts: 3 times, 10%; 6 times, 20%; 12 times, 33 %.

RECORD COMPANY established 1953
seeks freelance recording engineer associates in all major cities, colleges, etc.

Write for very interesting offer. Educo
Records, Box 3006, Ventura, Ca. 93003.

FOR SALE
MCI input modules, $550.00 each. Tested and Guaranteed. Paul. (312) 225-

2110.

ARP SYNTHESIZERS: Strings, $1,385;
2600, $2,190; Axxe, $700; Prosoloist,
$875, Odyssey, $1,165. Dickstein Dis-

tributing, 1120 Quincy, Scranton,

Pa.

18510.
the finest name in Audio ReMCI
corders and Consoles, now offers one to 24 -track master recorders and up to
40 -in /40 -out automated consoles. For
midwest factory representation, contact:
Milam Audio Co., 1504 N. 8th St.,
Pekin, III. 61554. (309) 346 -3161.
.

.
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OUR NEW NAME
Sonic Engineering Labs, (A Division of
Music & Sound, Ltd.) 111/2 Old York
Rd., Willow Grove, Pa. 19090. (215)
659 -9251.

PRO AUDIO EQUIPMENT &
SERVICES

m

Custom touring sound, 2 -. 4- and
8 -track studios,
disco systems.
Representing Akai, AKG, Altec.
Beyer, BGW, Cetec, Cerwin -Vega,
Community Light & Sound, dbx,
Dynaco, Dokorder, E -V, Gauss,
Lamb. Langevin, 3M, Martex PM,
Maxell, Meteor, Russound, Revox,
Sennheiser, Shure, Sony, Sound craftsman, Sound Workshop, Spectra
Sonics, Switchcraft, TDK,
TAPCO, TEAC, Technics, Thorens,
and more. Offering these professional services: custom cabinet
design, room equalization, loudspeaker testing, custom crossover design, electronics modification, and custom road cases. Call
or write for quotes, or drop us a
line for our latest catalogue. K & L
Sound, 75 N. Beacon St., Watertown, Mass. 02172. (617) 7874073. (Att: Ken Berger)

WHATEVER YOUR EQUIPMENT NEEDS
-new or used-check us first. We specialize in broadcast equipment. Send
$1.00 for our complete listings. Broadcast Equipment & Supply Co., Box 3141,
Bristol, Tenn. 37620.

competitively priced used Revox
A77 and A700 decks available. Completely reconditioned by Revox, virtually
indistinguishable from new and have
the standard Revox 90 -day warranty for
rebuilt machines. Satisfaction guaranteed. Example, A77 with Dolby, $675.
plus shipping. Write requirements to
ESSI, Box 854, Hicksville, N.Y. 11802.
(516) 921 -2620.
A FEW

ACTIVE
ELECTRONIC
DECOURSEY
CROSSOVERS. Model 110 dividing network; complete with regulated power
supply, for bi -amp, tri -amp, or quad amp. Custom assembled to meet your
specifications. Monaural, stereo, or with
derived third channel. Plug -in Butterworth (maximally flat) filters; 6, 12 or
18 dB per octave at any desired frequency. OPTIONS: Summer for single
woofer systems, VLF hi -pass filters for
elimination of subsonic noise, derived
third channel. FOR OEM OR HOME ASSEMBLERS: Model 500 or 600 dual filters. Regulated power supplies. Write for
new brochure. DeCoursey Engineering
Laboratory, 11828 Jefferson Blvd., Cul-

ver City, Ca. 90230. (213) 397 -9668.

CENTRAL MUSICIANS' SUPPLY. Instruments and sound equipment for the professional. All major brands; sound reinforcement systems custom designed;
home studio recording equipment. See
our pricelist before you buy. DJ's Music
Limited, 1401 Blanchan, La Grange
Park, Ill. 60525. (312) 354.5666.

CLASS D SWITCHING AMPS; B.B.C.

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING Model
5200A professional disco mixer /preamplifier. Audioarts Engineering, 286
Downs Rd., Bethany, Conn. 06525.

BODE FREQUENCY SHIFTERS
SINCE 1963
Featuring the universal model 735,
described in March issue of db,
and other special models, plus the
line of Polyfusion synthesizer
modules and equipment. For de-

tails, contact:

Harald Bode
Bode Sound Company

1344 Abington Place
N. Tonawanda, N.Y. 14120

(716) 692 -1670

reference monitors; pre -equalized
J.B.L. /Altec transducers; Nakamichi
mastering cassettes; I.M.F. transmission lines; Ampex /Scully /Crown/
Revox A -700 recorders /tapes; Micmix / Orban / Multi -Track reverbs;
Eventide flangers / omnipressors;
Parasound stereo synthesizers /
parametrics; Lexicon digital delays;
dbx /Burwen N.R. companders; Little Dipper hum /buzz notch filters;
Cooper Time Cube echo send /doubler; moving coil Denon /Ortofon;
B &O /Rabco
straight line arms;
Beyer condensers /ribbons; U.R.E.I.
comp /limiters; White equalizers /filters; 1,000s more. Sonic Engineering Labs, 111/2 Old York Rd., Willow Grove, Pa. 19090. (215) 6599251.
Enclosure Designs Included -FREE

li

quality
importuni!

When precision
is

AEG -TELEFUNKEN

TUBES
HARRISON ELECTRONICS
20 Smith St. Farmingdale. N.V. 11735
(Dealers invited)

INFONICS DUPLICATORS! For

-

a

bunch

of reasons, you can't afford not to con-

especially
sider Infonics Duplicators
since factory installation and training are
included in the list price. INFONICS
DUPLICATORS, (219) 879-3381.

STUDIO SOUND -Europe's leading professional magazine. Back issues available from June '73 through June '75. $1
each, postpaid. 3P Recording, P.O. Box
99569, San Francisco, Ca. 94109.

MEASURE REVERB TIME IN REAL TIME
-instantly! New, easy -to -use RT -60 delivers precise, instant real time digital
readout. Eliminates chart recorder analysis. Only $460. Write: Communications
Co., Inc., 3490 Noell St., San Diego,
Ca. 92110.

CUSTOMIZED TUNED ROCK P.A.s

Expandable high intensity touring/
permanent sound systems; including
narrow band (5 Hz!) feedback and
ring mode suppression, detailed regenerative response environmental
equalization (± dB at your ears),
room design / measurement / treatment / our engineered enclosures
plus 18 dB crossovers, <15% articulation loss of consonants; 1,000s
of customized professional products including: fiberglass horns,
consoles, comp /rms /peak limiters,
variable electronic
continuously
crossovers, digital /acoustic /analog
delays, omnipressors, flangers, reverb, echo, doubling /tripling, p.a.
noise reduction, piezo transducers,
frequency shifters, notch filters, from
J.B.L. /Altec pro, Tascam,
U.R.E.I., Eventide, Gately, Beyer,
Crown, Community, Mom's Audio,
McIntosh, Allen & Heath, Cetec,
Multi- Track, Orban, White, etc. All
shipped prepaid -- insured. Sonic
Engineering Labs, 111/2 Old York
Rd., Willow Grove, Pa. 19090.
(215) 659 -9251.
Anechoic Chamber .9a Working FIr.
Inventors /Engineers
.

.

.

CONSOLE, 15 -30 in/
sec; excellent, $3,900; Ampex 351 2track in console, $1,000; Ampex 350
stereo 1/4 -track in console, $800; Scully
280 2 -track in console, 15 -30 in /sec.,
$2,400; Sony C -57 condenser microphones (2) @ $125; MC 60, $100; MC
75, $125; UREI filter 550A (2) excellent,
$100. Pultec filter HLF -3c, excellent,
$125; Countryman 967 phase shifter.
$190; Spectra Sonics console 24 x 16,
$17,000; V.S.O.: McIntosh 200 watt, drives
anything, $400. (213) 461 -3717, ask
for Brian.
3M 4- TRACK -IN

Neumann recording console, 18 input,
$14,000 (originally $35,000). Scully 8track with remote control, can be expanded to 12 tracks, $7,000. Neumann
lathe with Westrex 2 -B mono system
plus accessories, reasonable. Pentagon
cassette duplicator, reel /cassette, cassette /cassette, $1,000. Ampex AG -500
stereo, $1,250.Ampex PR 10 stereo, $600.
Paul. (312) 225 -2110.

AMPEX TAPE. Ampex Audio Studio
Mastering Tapes, 631 -641, 406 -407, and

"Grand Master" in stock for immediate
shipment, 1/4 ", 1/2", 1", and 2 ", factory
fresh. Best prices, BAC charge cards
accepted. TECHNIARTS, 8555 Fenton
St., Silver Spring, Md. 20910. (301)
585-1118.

NAB ALUMINUM FLANGES. We manufacture 8 ", 101/2 ", & 14 ". For pricing,
write or call Records Reserve Corp., 56
Harvester Ave., Batavia, N.Y. 14020.
(716) 343 -2600.

CATALOG & AUDIO APPLICATIONS
CONSOLES
KITS & WIRED
AMPLIFIERS
MIC., EO ACN
LINE, TAPE, DISC,
POWER

OSCILLATORS

AUDIO

TAPE SIAS
POWER SUPPLIES

j

RADFORD

Order Radford direct from England!
Immediate dispatch by air of HD250
stereo amplifier, ZD22 zero distortion
preamp, Low Distortion Oscillator ser.
3, Distortion Measuring Set ser. 3,
speakers and crossovers. Send for
free catalogues, speaker construction
plans, etc.

WILMSLOW AUDIO
Dept. Export OB, Swan Works, Bank Square,
Wilmslow, Cheshire, England

REELS AND BOXES 5" and 7" large
and small hubs; heavy duty white boxes.
W-M Sales, 1118 Dula Circle, Duncanville, Texas 75116. (214) 296 -2773.

DUPLICATORS, blank cassettes, recorders, boxes, labels, cassette albums and
supplies; lowest prices, top quality. Write
for free brochure, "50 Tips for Better

Duplication."

Stanford

International,

Box 546, San Carlos, Ca. 94070.

WIRELESS MICROPHONES. Professional
hand held and lavalier wireless microphones, new and used. EDCOR, 3030
Red Hill Ave., Costa Mesa, Ca. 92626.
(714) 556 -2740.

-for

AMPEX 300. 352, 400, 450 USERS
greater S/N ratio, replace first playback
stage 12SJ7 with our plug -in transistor
preamp. For specifications, write VIF International, Box 1555, Mountain View,
Ca. 94042. (408) 739 -9740.

CROWN INTERNATIONAL. Complete repair, overhaul, and rebuilding service
for current and early model Crown tape
recorders and amplifiers. New and used
machines bought and sold. TECHNIARTS,
8555 Fenton St., Silver Spring, Md.
20910. (301) 585 -1118.
FREE CATALOG of studio kits, consoles,
p.a., discrete opamps. QCA, Box 1127,
Burbank, Ca. 91507.
FOR SALE
BRUEL AND KJAER Model 3347
audio real time analyzer, 25 to 31.5
kHz. Includes the following accessories:
B &K Model 1405 random noise

generator
FREE

r

B &K Model 2619

microphone

preamplifier
Model 4133 calibrated condenser microphone and various
adapters.
18 months old, used approximately
10 hours. Call (303) 473 -1272.
B &K

THE LIBRARY
Sound effects recorded In STEREO using Dolby''
throughout. Over 350 effects on ten
discs, $100.00. Write, The Library, P.O.
Box 18145, Denver, Colorado 80218.
.

.

.

DYNACO RACK MOUNTS for all Dynaco
preamps, tuners, integrated amps. $24.95
postpaid in U.S., $22.50 in lots of three.
Audio by Zimet, 1038 Northern Blvd.,
Roslyn, N.Y. 11576. (516) 621 -0138.

DESIGN, MFG. RIGHTS,
PCB LAYOUTS
For 16 4- 2 -Out Console
Parts, assembled components, included. Suitable for small shop,
$18,000 or best offer. Dept. 75,

db Magazine, 1120 Old Country
Rd., Plainview, N.Y. 11803.
r0

(continued)
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FOR SALE
MICROMIXERS -16 inputs, E.Q., monitor
mix, mic pad, mute, etc. P.A. and stereo
versions. Write for literature. Gately
Electronics, 57 W. Hillcrest, Havertown,
Pa. 19083. (215) 449 -6400.

YELLOW PAGES OF AUDIO -$3.95.
Reference to over 1,000 audio and audio related publications. Plus audio products directory. Box 94, Colmar, PA
18915.
UNUSUAL

RECORDING STUDIO in
halfway NY /Boston. Converted barns, farmhouse, 39 acres. Lowoverhead. Near major airport. Exciting
possibilities music /film complex; working hideaway for producer or artists.
Rare buy. Sale or joint venture. (212)
581 -5590 or Dept. 74, db Magazine,
1120 Old Country Rd., Plainview, NY
11803.

"country,"
NEW YORK'S LEADING DEALER, specializing in semi -pro and professional
recording and p.a. equipment. TEAC,
Tascam, Sound Workshop, Nakamichi,
MXR, dbx, Dynaco, ADS, Frazier, Eventide, Electro- Voice, Shure, Scotch, Max ell, and more. We go both ways: Lowest
prices in sealed factory cartons, or complete laboratory checkout and installation. All equipment on display. AUDIO
BY ZIMET, 1038 Northern Blvd., Roslyn,
L.I., New York 11576. (516) 621 -0138.

PROFESSIONAL SOUND COMPONENTS
from Crown, TAPCO, Soundcraft, Bose,
Community Light and Sound, dbx,
Gauss, Soundcraftsmen, Spider /Peavey,
Sound Workshop and many more. Hear
it all at Gary Gand Music, 172 Skokie
Valley Road, Highland Park, Illinois
60035, (312) 831 -3080.

FREE CATALOG:

Snakes, cables, and
other professionally built "little black
boxes." Windt Audio, 13026 Saticoy
St., No. 4B, N. Hollywood, Ca. 91605.

FOR SALE, 16 -track professional recording studio in Aspen, Colorado. MCI,
Dolby, 3M, plus musical instruments. In

business two years with excellent opportunity for future growth. E. D. Thorne,
Box 1498, Aspen, Colorado, 81611.
(303) 925 -5530.

$2 MILLION USED RECORDING EQUIP-

MENT. Send $1.00 for list, refundable, to
The Equipment Locator, P.O. Box 99569,
San Francisco, Ca. 94109.

94109.

AGFA -GEVAERT. Professional PEM Mas tertape, the international studio standard
available from TECHNIARTS, 8555 Fenton St., Silver Spring, Md. 20910. (301)

585-1118.

NAGY SHEAR -TYPE TAPE SPLICERS
FOR CASSETTE Vi &
V: IN. TAPES
NAND -CRAFTED
FIELD PROVEN
FAST, ACCURATE
SELF -SHARPENING

O

NRPD Box

AMPEX 351 -B 1 trk., mint, $950; two
Multi -Track paramet's E.Q., $300 pr.,
two RE -15, $150 pr. Loft Modular Devices, 91 Elm Street, Manchester, Conn.
06040, (401) 353 -4258.
CASSETTE DUPLICATION -fast, inexpensive, quality copying from any tape or
cassette. No set -up charge. No running
master required. Quantities from one to
three hundred. Quik-Cassette Corporation, 15 West 44th Street, New York,
NY 10036. (212) 575 -0297.

16 X 16 SPECTRASONICS CUSTOM
CONSOLE, separate monitor panel, solo,
track on -off, 2 cue, producer's desk, 32
pan pots. Currently in operation. Good,
quiet board. $12,500, or best offer. 5th
Floor Recording, 517 W. 3rd St., Cincinnati, Ohio 45202, (513) 651-1871.

FOR SALE: Scully- Neumann cutting system, Altec 604 speakers, Scully lathe
and 280 P.B., Neumann amps, and SX68 head and more. Excellent condition.
Contact Bell Sound Studios, 237 W. 54th
Street, New York, NY 10019, (212)

CUSTOM CROSSOVER NETWORKS to
your specifications; a few or production
quantities. Power capacities to thousands of watts; inductors and capacitors
available separately; specify your needs
for rapid quotation. Also, PIEZO ELECTRIC TWEETERS-send for data sheet
and price schedules. TSR ENGINEERING,

5146 W. Imperial, Los Angeles, Ca.
90045. (213) 776 -6057.

SMALL 4 -16 TRACK STUDIOS. Detailed
technical assistance + acoustical consultation, from our engineering division
to our clients-either here or via phone.
& included FREE. Sonic Engineering
Labs, 111/2 Old York Rd., Willow Grove,
Pa. 19090. (215) 659 -9251.
THE ONLY ONE

NEUMANN STEREO CUTTING SYSTEM:
LV -60 amps and 2 GV -2A feedback
amps; one WV -2A feedback /monitor
amp; one SI -A circuit breaker; one
Ortofon 631 h.f. limiter. $3,000. Paul
(312) 225 -2110.
2

PROKITS -SM -6A and SPM -6. Your best
mixer value. Write for literature. Gately
Electronics, 57 W. Hillcrest, Havertown,
Pa. 19083. (215) 449 -6400.

TEST RECORD for equalizing stereo
systems. Helps you sell equalizers and
installation services. Pink noise in Vs
octave bands, type OR- 2011 -1 @ $20.
Used with precision sound level meter
or B & K 2219S. B &K Instruments, Inc.,
5111 W. 164th St., Cleveland, Ohio

44142.

582 -4812.
SALE: Complete disc -mastering
system. Neumann VMS -66 lathe, VG -66;
SX74 cutting system; Scully transfer machine, custom built; transfer panel with
limiters, e.q.; all necessary equipment
for cutting masters. $48,000. Mr. Whitney, (213) 245-6801.
FOR

CROWN DC- 300A's at 20% off. Tascam
Model 5's and 80 -8's, reduced to sell.
Similar saving on Sentry Ills and IVAs,
dbx 216, 187, 177, 152, and other noise
reduction units. E -V & Shure mics, AKG
BX10s; All NEW -factory guaranteed. Call
today, ask for Ben at Rowton Professional Audio, 4815 Clarks River Rd.,
Rt. 4 Box 5, Paducah, Ky. 42001. (502)
898 -6203.

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING Model
3100A parametric equalizer /preamplifier.
Audioarts Engineering, 286 Downs Rd.,
Bethany, Conn. 06525.

AMPEX SCULLY TASCAM, all major
professional audio lines. Top dollar
trade -ins. 15 minutes George Washington Bridge. Professional Audio Video
Corporation, 342 Main St., Paterson,
N.J. 07505. (201) 523-3333.

3/M

tape recorder, M -56.
16 -track
$14,500.' Perfect. Paul. (312) 225-2110.

289 McLean, Va. 22101
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MODERN RECORDING TECHNIQUES by
Robert E. Runstein. The only book covering all aspects of multi -track pop
music recording
from
microphones
through disc cutting. For engineers, producers, and musicians. $9.95 prepaid.
Robert E. Runstein, 44 Dinsmore Ave.
Apt. 610, Framingham, Mass. 01701.

PROFESSIONAL MONITOR TUNING.
Even the finest control room designs require speaker line tuning for accurate
response. Milam Audio uses only the
finest Real Time equipment to read and
correctly perform monitor tuning. For
information, contact: Milam Audio Co.,
1504 N. 8th St., Pekin, III. 61554. (309)

FOR SALE: 16 -in /3 -out board. (expandable to 6 -out), $2,000. (1) dbx-154 $650;
(1) TEAC 33405 4 -track recorder w /remote $1,000. All units new w /carton and
warranties. Blue Diamond, RD #1, Box
102C, Chubbic Rd., Canonsburg, PA

Company.

15317. (412) 746 -2540.

346-3161.

ELECTRO -VOICE SENTRY PRODUCTS.
In stock: Sentry IV -A, Sentry III, and
Sentry II -A monitor loudspeaker systems for professional monitoring and
sound reinforcement. Immediate air
freight shipment to any N. American
destination. Florida dealer inquiries invited. National Sound Corp., Ft. Lauder-

The
R.A.Neilson

DUPLICATOR REPAIR CENTER for all
brands of in- cassette duplicators. Factory- trained technicians. Work warranteed. Also big selection of new and
used duplicators. Tape and Production
Equipment Company, 2065 Peachtree
Industrial Court, Atlanta, Ga. 30341.

MARKETING SERVICES FOR
THE PROFESSIONAL AUDIO
AND VIDEO INDUSTRY.
Consultation Advertising
Sales Promotion Research
Industrial Design Technical
Writing Personnel Search.
technically oriented
Full -Service Agency.
A

dale, Florida. (305) 462 -6862.

TASCAM WARRANTY SERVICE STATION. Mixing consoles, $1,350; t/z"
recorders. $1,950; 8 -track machines,
$2,950. All shipped prepaid & insured,
including free alignment + equalization
+ bias + calibration + life test. Sonic
Engineering Labs, 111/2 Old York Rd.,
Willow Grove, Pa. 19090. (215) 659-

WANTED

5001 Laurel Grove Ave.
No. Hollywood, Ca. 91607
(213) 760 -2010

WANTED: HAECO SC -1 stereo cutter.
Roland Jordan, 812 Young Street,
Selma, Ala. 36701. (205) 874 -8009.

9251.
Note Special Prices

WANTED: ALTEC 443A frequency shifter
or similar. D. Senft, Box 1300, Regina,
Sask. Canada.

DON'T MISS THE "DISCO WAGON "!
Excellent complete line of discotheque

Circle 46 on Reader Service Card

equipment is available to fulfill your
needs. Request your information package today. Write to: D.T.S., Dept. DISCO,
P.O. Box 16049, Seattle, Wa. 98116.
Reserve your dealer territory in time!

AUDIOGRAM-Equipment reviews that
are clear, concise, and comprehensive.
AUDIOGRAM will not leave you in doubt
as to what a component sounds like.
Rate: $10.00, 12 issues. Write The Audio
Advisor, P.O. Box 17202, Washington,
D.C. 20041.

SCULLY 16- TRACK. Probably the finest
M -100 ever built. Extensively modified
electronics, with improved s/n headroom and silent punch -in. Options include: remotable 16 -track meters, a
transport remote, and an LED readout
counter, 15/30 cards, variable speed.
and extensive parts inventory, including
complete spare electronics. Schematics,

maintenance history, excellent condition-a gold recorder. Price for quick
sale -we are going 24. '$10,000 firm.
(415) 864-1967.

EMPLOYMENT
CHIEF ENGINEER for NYC recording
studios. Must have heavy experience in
all facets of electronics and automation
for audio, film, video; leadership qualities. Dept. 73, db Magazine, 1120 Old
Country Rd., Plainview, NY 11803.

CBS
Technical Series
PROFESSIONAL TEST RECORDS

STR 100 Stereophonic Frequency

Test Record
SOUND ENGINEER needed to travel
with country -rock act on national college
circuit. Send resume, references, and
salary requirements to Promising Artists Management, 456 East Beaver Ave.,

State College, PA 16801.

STR 101 Seven Steps to Better

Listening
STR 112 Square Wave, Tracking

and Intermodulation
Test Record
STR 120 Wide Range Pickup

Response Test Record
STR 130 RIAA Frequency

SERIOUS RECORDING ENGINEER with
21/2 years experience and some equipment looking to advance career in a
progressive, creative studio. Hard worker. Capable of routine maintenance.
Strong musical and technical background. Dept. 71, db Magazine, 1120

Old Country Rd., Plainview, NY 11803.

Response Test Record
STR 140 RIAA Pink Noise

Acoustical Test Record
STR 151 Broadcast Test Record
STR 170 318 Microsecond
Frequency Response
Test Record
SQT 1100 Quadraphonic Test

Record
FOR SALE. Scully 284 -8 tape recorder,

very good condition, $6,200. Audio Designs console, 10 -in /4 -out, wired for 8track recording, $9.500; excellent condition. (419) 241 -5961.

EXPERIENCED MUSIC MIXER
For major N.Y.C. studio, expanding
staff. Send resume to Dept. 72, db
Magazine, 1120 Old Country Rd.,
Plainview, NY 11803.

To order, please write to:

COLUMBIA SPECIAL PRODUCTS
West 52nd Street
New York, N.Y. 10019
51

c.n
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people/places/happenings
ures and sound at high speeds to
learning centers.

Manufacturing of the RAPID-Q
line of tape cartridge equipment and
the STE-100 stereo phase enhancer
by Garron Electronics has shifted from
California to Lexington, Kentucky.
Ron DeBry and Ron Eigenmann have
relocated to Lexington.
BEIER

GITTLEMAN

Scheduled to work with distributors, Raymond Beier has been appointed general line distributor sales
manager for Switchcraft, Inc. of Chicago. Mr. Beier, formerly with Harry
Beier Studio, has been serving as a
sales consultant for Switchcraft for a
number of years. Other personnel
changes at Switchcraft include the
promotion of Ken Kline from sales
office manager to eastern regional
sales manager and the promotion of
Ronald Larson to the post of Chicago
district sales manager. Ronald Pitchford has been named as sales manager
of the Switchcraft Assembly Centers.
Norman Luksik is now serving as the
sales office manager.

Martin Gittleman has joined the
staff of Quad Eight Electronics of N.
Hollywood, Ca. as vice president and
director of engineering. Mr. Gittleman's most recent association has
been with Modular Audio Products
Corp.
The National Academy of Engineering of the U.S. has elected
twenty -one distinguished foreign engineers as foreign associates. Included
was Masaru Ibuka, co- founder of the
Sony Corporation, Tokyo, who was
cited for the development of the Tri nitron color television audio /video
magnetic tape equipment and the
transistor radio. The Academy was established in 1964 to share in the responsibility given the National Academy of Sciences under its Congressional Charter to examine questions
of science and technology at the request of the federal government.

N

1/1

Executive responsibility for marketing RCA broadcast systems in the
Far East has been assigned to Thomas
E. Newman as manager, field sales.
Mr. Newman, who has been promoted from the post of sales engineer, is headquartered at RCA International Ltd. in Hong Kong.

STONE

Tony Hawkins has joined Martin
Audio /Video Corp. of New York
City as an outside salesman specializing in pro audio equipment /sales.
Mr. Hawkins has had a considerable
sales and service background, both
in England an the U.S.A. with Revox
and Beyer. Most recently, he was
president of Midsummer Sound Co.
in New York.

Educator and sales executive Morton G. Stone has joined Telex Communications, Inc. Minneapolis as director of marketing for the Instructional Products Group. Mr. Stone will
have responsibility for marketing the
firm's audio visual tape cassette equipment, high speed tape copying systems and instructional headsets.

John Blache has been named
credit manager of the TEAC Corporation of America, Montebello, Ca.
Mr. Blache was previously with
Fisher Radio and Delmonico /JVC.
Superscope, Inc. of Chatsworth,
Ca. has completed an agreement with
the Sony Corporation to become the
sole U.S. distributor of the new
Elcaset tape recorders. The new device combines features of cassette
and open -reel recording. It utilizes a
cassette shell slightly larger than conventional, operating on 1/4 in. wide
tape with a speed of 33/4 in /sec. Head
configuration can be either 11 or 1/4track, with either two or three heads.
The device will be introduced early
in 1977.
Two new management positions
have been created within the technical
operating sector of Goldmark Communications Corp., Stamford, Conn.
Alfred Scipione has been named director of systems engineering and Arvind C. Desai has been appointed
chief development engineer, with responsibility for technical direction of
the Rapid Transmission and Storage
learning system that transmits picwww.americanradiohistory.com

A demonstration van, owned by
BGW Systems, of Beverly Hills, Ca.
will be wending its way through the
U.S. and Canada. The van will be
used for training BGW dealers and
for demonstrating products, including
seven models of power amplifiers,
preamplifiers and laboratory testing
facilities.
A contest, run by the Simpson
Electric Company, solicits new application ideas or names for two new
digital test instruments, model 360-2
Digital VOM and model 464 Digital
Multimeter. Prizes will be his or hers
14K gold -filled pulsar digital timepieces and Simpson test instruments.
If you have some bright ideas, entry
blanks may be obtained from Simpson dealers or at 853 Dundee Ave.,
Elgin, Ill. 60120. The contest closes
September 30.

For the first time in Europe,
broadcasting for the two days April
2 and 3, Radio Picadilly of Manchester, England, broadcast in quadriphonic. The station used a Sansui
QSE-5B broadcasting encoder; coordination was done largely by Mr. Ishikawa of Sansei. It is hoped that, beginning on an experimental basis,
quad broadcasts will become a regular feature in the United Kingdom
and the rest of Europe.
Two new manufacturing representatives have been appointed by
Pentagon Industries of Chicago.
Evans Marketing Co. of Burlingame,
Ca. will be their representatives for
Alaska, Northern California, Northern Nevada, Oregon, and Washington. Master Recording Supply of Los
Angeles will represent Pentagon products in Arizona, Southern California,
and Southern Nevada.

Frank D. Lintern has formed his
own firm, Lintern Associates, in Chicago. The firm will represent Dynaco,
High Energy Design, and Elwin Electronics in Illinois and Wisconsin.

We added your inputs to ours.

The result is the Model 10B -a good thing made better.
Now there are peak reading LED indicators on each
input, chassis mounted 1/4" phone jacks for added
stability, and the echo busses can be used with
the program busses for 8 -out capability.
An 8- channel Monitor Mixdown Module (Model 116) is
now available optionally for direct interface. Each
channel may be switched selectively to monitor buss or
tape, and individual pan and gain controls are provided.
Additionally, there is a split mono cue send (1 & 2),
and an outboard automatic switching matrix.
When you want to expand the capabilities of the
Model 116, the Model 120 Input Cue /Solo Module allows
you to mult the accessory send signals from up to
12 inputs for a mix of tape cue and input cue on the
split mono cue buss. And you can solo any of 12 active
input channels.
The Model 10B is new. But it's built with the same
design philosophy and integrity that has made the
Model 10 one of the most popular mixing consoles ever.
It's a creative tool that gives you the practical
capabilities your imagination demands.
So if you have more talent than money, look into the
Model 10B at your nearest TEAC Tascam Series dealer.
Just call toll free (800) 447-4700 ** for the name and
location of the one nearest you. * *In Illinois,
call (800) 322 -4400.
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Think of them as
your musical instruments.
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audience can't see you.

But

they can sure

you.

They don't know it, but they're depending on just
one person to get the music to them. And that guy

you.
It's not something an amateur can do. It's an art
And that's why Yamaha has designed 3 superb
mixing consoles with the qualities and range of
controls that the professional sound reinforcement
artist needs.
For instance, our exclusive 4x4 matrix with level
controls gives you more exacting mastery over
your sound than the conventional method of
driving speaker amps directly from the bus
outputs.
Features like that are years away except on the
most expensive mixers. On the Yamahas, it's
standard equipment. And so are transformer
is

.

Box

isolated inputs and outputs, dual echo send
busses, an input level aftenuator that takes 4 dB
line level to 60 dB mike level in 11 steps, and 5frequency equalization.
Whether you choose the PM- 1000 -16, the
PM- 1000-24 or the PM- 1000 -32, Yamaha gives you
the flexibility you need to turn your job into an art
And because they're designed from the ground
up to perform on the road, more and more
professional sound men around the United States
and the world are depending on Yamaha, night
after night, gig after gig.
If you've never thought of your mixing console
as a musical instrument, we'd like to invite you to
stop by your Yamaha dealer. Once you've
checked out the operation manual and tested for
yourself what the PM Series can do, we think you'll
come away a believer.

YAMAHA

6600. Buena Park, CA 90620
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